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ABSTRACT

Yanagisawa, Shohko. M.A., Purdue University, May 2014. Honorific Usage in
Educational and Medical Institutions. Major Professor: Atsushi Fukada.

Obana (2000) and Inoue (1979) state that professors/doctors receive exalting language
from administrative staff members when they refer to professors/doctors with people
from outside. Similarly, Kēgo no Shishin (2007) suggests that administrative staff
members in educational/medical institutions can use an honorary title with
professors/doctors. Obana’s and Inoue’s claims and Kēgo no Shishin’s recommendation is
not in line with the concept of relative honorifics. Considering the fact that Obana’s and
Inoue’s claims have yet to be supported by an empirical study, this study attempted to
investigate honorific usage in educational and medical institutions in order to 1) test
Obana’s and Inoue’s claims, and 2) examine how closely the current usage follows
Kēgono Shishin’s recommendation. This questionnaire study found a small number of
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instances where professors/doctors receive exalting language as well as honorary titles
from administrative staff members. Notably males over 40s in educational organizations
used exalting language more frequently than the rest of the participants. A great majority
of the participants in both institutions, however, favored humbling language over exalting
language regardless of their organization type, gender, age, experience, and location. This
result constitutes evidence against Obana’s and Inoue’s claims. Another finding is that
participants who use humbling language still use the honorary titles. This particular
honorific usage is interpreted as reflecting the speaker’s ambivalent attitude, but it is in
line with the recommendation provided in Kēgo no Shishin.

1

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Japanese Honorifics
Politeness is used in everyday life through verbal or nonverbal behaviors when
people interact with others. Language expression is an example of verbal behaviors,
while bowing is an example of nonverbal behaviors. Obana (1991) defines politeness as a
social code which includes every norm or strategy that enables humans to build smooth
relationships (p. 53).
The term politeness is commonly associated with honorifics (kēgo) in Japan
(Pizziconi, 2011, p. 47). Japan is an island nation where the connections between people
are strong. In order to keep interpersonal relationships smooth, being polite to others is a
highly important aspect of living in Japan.
Kindaichi (1959) states that kēgo originally developed in ancient times, when
men had more power than women. As a result, women could not directly talk about their
husband. Kindaichi adds that because of this taboo, women developed their own language.
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This unique language was used by their children even after they became adults, which
turned out to be the origin of kēgo. On the other hand, Tsujimura (1977) emphasizes that
honorifics developed out of people’s emotion of awe and respect toward gods in nature.
In ancient times, people were afraid of directly mentioning gods because of their
enormous power. Alternatively, Nishida (2004) indicates that honorifics developed from
the concept of vertical relationships in social structure and system.
Wetzel (2004) points out that the term tachiba ‘place’ is a commonly used word
in describing honorifics. The notion of tachiba has also been used by the National
Language Council, organized under the Ministry of Education, to describe the modern
Japanese honorifics. Additionally, they used the term Kē’i hyōgen.
Kē’i hyōgen means to consider [hairyo] the interlocutor and their position and use
linguistic expressions appropriately based on a feeling of mutual respect [sonchō] in
communication. It involves respecting the interlocutor’s dignity/character [jinkaku]
and position relative to others [tachiba], and choosing appropriate expressions from a
range of honorifics [kēgo] and a variety of other expressions. (Translated by Haugh &
Obana, 2011, p. 155)
People strive to choose appropriate expressions when interacting with others,
and honorifics are those linguistic expressions that enable people to show respect to a
listener or a topic person. According to Kēgo no Shishin (Bunkachō, 2007), honorifics are
categorized into five types: exalting language, humbling language I, humbling language
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II, polite language, and beautifying language. For instance, with exalting language,
speakers show respect or deference toward a person who is usually the subject of a
predicate (Kikuchi, 1994). By using exalting language as in example 1.1, the speaker can
show respect or deference toward the teacher that the subject of the sentence refers to.
(1.1)
先生はいらっしゃいます。
Sensē wa irrashaimasu.
Professor-TOP be-HON
‘The professor is here.’
On the other hand, with humbling language I, speakers show respect or deference toward
a person who is usually the object of a predicate, by humbling themselves or the
predicate’s subject (Kikuchi, 1994). In other language, when a speaker talks about
himself/herself to others, the speaker humbles his/her own actions. By using humbling
language I as in example 1.2, the speaker can show respect or deference toward the
teacher that the object of the sentence refers to.
(1.2)
私は先生のお話をうかがっています。
Watashi wa sensē no ohanashi o ukagatteimasu.
I-TOP Teacher-GEN Conversation-ACC listen to-HUM
‘I am listening to the teacher.’
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Absolute Honorifics and Relative Honorifics
Apart from the five categories of honorifics, Sanada (1993) states that Japanese
honorifics can be classified into old honorifics (absolute honorifics) and modern
honorifics (relative honorifics). Kikuchi (1994) explains that absolute honorifics and
relative honorifics are not different in terms of the categories of honorifics, but rather
different in terms of application. Kindaichi (1959) explains that in Japanese society,
absolute honorifics have shifted to relative honorifics.
Prior to modern honorifics, application of honorifics was simple. People used
honorifics when the referent person is higher in status or older than the speaker. This
means that the same honorifics are used for the same person regardless of where the
speaker is situated (Obana, 2000). This type of application of honorifics is called absolute
honorifics.
In modern Japanese, application of honorifics changes as the speaker’s situation
changes. The same person receives different honorifics depending on the situations. In
other words, person A who receives exalting language when considering hierarchical
relationship receives humbling language when speaker B refers to A with people outside
of the group that A and B belong to. This type of application of honorifics is called
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relative honorifics. When relative honorifics are applied, the speaker needs to consider
not only hierarchical relationship but also other factors.
For example, the speaker is in the office. His/her boss, Manager Yamada, is in a
meeting and temporarily out of his/her office. The speaker’s colleague comes to the office
and asks where his/her boss is. When the speaker refers to Manager Yamada with the
colleague who works in the same organization, the speaker would answer as follows:
(Talking to a colleague)
(1.3)
山田部長はいらっしゃいません。
Yamada buchō wa irrashaimasen
Yamada manager-TOP be-HON-NEG
‘Manager Yamada is not here.’
When the speaker refers to his/her boss when talking to the colleagues, the boss receives
exalting language since the boss is higher in status.
In the next scenario, the speaker receives a phone call from a person from
outside of his/her company, and he/she is asked to transfer the call to his/her boss. In this
situation, if the speaker is talking to the people outside of the company, the speaker
cannot use exalting language nor honorary titles about his/her boss. Instead, the speaker
needs to use humbling language with no honorary title. In such a situation, people apply
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“relative honorifics”. Therefore, the speaker’s response would be one of the following
two:
(Talking to a phone caller from outside)
(1.4)
山田はおりません。
Yamada wa orimasen.
Yamada-TOP be-HUM-NEG
‘Yamada is not here.’
(1.5)
部長の山田はおりません。
Buchō no Yamada wa orimasen.
A manager-TOP be-HUM-NEG
‘Yamada, who is a manager, is not here.’
If the speaker were to apply absolute honorifics in this situation, the speaker
would use exalting language to refer to the topic person (Manager Yamada) whose status
is higher than the speaker as in the following sentence.
(Talking to a visitor from outside)
(1.6)
部長はいらっしゃいません。
Buchō wa irrashaimasen.
Manager-TOP to be-HON-NEG
‘The Manager is not here.’
However, this application of honorifics is not considered correct in modern honorifics.
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Problem Statement
Japanese is considered to have a relative honorifics system, and speakers
generally follow the rules of relative honorifics. However, Obana (2000) claims that the
application of relative honorifics in private corporations does not always apply in
educational organizations. For example, suppose that the speaker is working at a school
as an administrative staff member, and he/she is in his/her office. Professor Satō is in a
meeting and temporarily out of his/her office. The administrative staff member’s
colleague comes to the office and asks where Professor Satō is. When the administrative
staff member refers to Professor Satō with the colleague who works at the same school,
he/she might answer as follows:
(Talking to a colleague)
(1.7)
佐藤先生はいらっしゃいません。
Satō sensē wa irrashaimasen.
Professor Satō-TOP be-HON-NEG
‘Professor Satō is not here.’
As the administrative staff member considers that professors have higher status, they use
exalting language to talk about them. In this situation, the same application of honorifics
used in private corporations is applied in educational organizations.
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Obana (2000) further argues that the same application of honorifics continues
even when people from other organizations take part in this interaction. She claims that
teachers in educational organizations receive exalting language from administrative staff
members even when the administrative staff member refers to them when talking to the
people from outside. For example, a phone caller from outside asks to speak to Professor
Satō. In this situation, Obana (2000) claims that the administrative staff member would
use exalting language to refer to Professor Satō as in (1.7) instead of humbling language
alternatives in (1.8) and (1.9)1.
(Talking to a phone caller from outside)
(1.8)
佐藤先生はおりません。
Satō sensē wa orimasen.
Professor Satō-TOP be-HUM-NEG
‘Professor Satō is not here.’
(1.9)
佐藤はおりません。
Satō wa orimasen.
Satō-TOP be-HUM-NEG
‘Satō is not here.’
According to Obana (2000), the claim that exalting language is used when administrative
staff members refer to teachers in the same organizations when talking to people from

1

Y. Obana, personal communication, December, 20, 2012.
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outside has yet to be supported by an empirical study. Therefore, there is a need to
conduct an empirical study to examine it.

Research Questions
The present study is designed to examine Japanese honorific usage by
administrative staff members in educational organizations responding to a phone caller
from outside. Additionally, as the word/title sensē is used for other respectable
professionals including doctors (Ide, 1982), the research target is expanded to medical
institutions as well. As a result, the following research questions are addressed:
<Educational Organizations>
1) Within the same educational organizations, do teachers receive more exalting language
than humbling language from administrative staff members when the administrative
staff members refer to teachers with people from outside?
2) If administrative staff members use exalting language when referring to teachers with
people from outside, is the usage of honorary title by administrative staff members to
teachers consistent with the usage of exalting language?
3) If administrative staff members use exalting language when referring to teachers with
people from outside, is the use of exalting language by administrative staff members in
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educational organizations related to their organization, gender, age, experience, and
location?
4) If administrative staff members use exalting language when referring to teachers with
people from outside, what factors do administrative staff members think are
responsible for their use of exalting language to teachers in educational organizations?
<Medical Institutions>
5) Within the same medical institutions, do doctors receive more exalting language than
humbling language from administrative staff members when the administrative staff
members refer to doctors with people from outside?
6) If administrative staff members use exalting language when referring to doctors with
people from outside, is the usage of honorary title by administrative staff members to
doctors consistent with the usage of exalting language?
7) If administrative staff members use exalting language when referring to doctors with
people from outside, is the use of exalting language by administrative staff members in
medical institutions related to their organization, gender, age, experience, and
location?
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8) If administrative staff members use exalting language when referring to doctors with
people from outside, what factors do administrative staff members think are
responsible for their use of exalting language to doctors in medical institutions?

12

CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
This chapter presents a general overview of Japanese honorifics. Especially, the
difference between absolute honorifics and relative honorifics will be explained. In
addition, how people choose appropriate expressions in a given situation will be covered
in this chapter.

Honorifics (Kēgo)
One of the unique characteristics of the Japanese language is kēgo. Kēgo is
commonly translated as ‘polite language’ or ‘honorific language’. The role of honorifics
has been continuously significant in Japanese society from the past until today. In the
Kamakura era (1185~1333AD) and the Muromachi era (1336~1573AD), warriors
governed people, and honorifics are used to show status differences among warrior
families (Tsujimura, 1992). In the Edo era (1603~1868AD), society was divided into four
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ranks. The highest rank was warriors followed by farmers, artisans, and tradesmen, and
the use of honorifics was strictly ruled by social positions (Ide & Ueno, 2011). From the
Mēji era (1868~1912AD) to the present, as the separation of the four ranks faded away,
the honorific usage that corresponded to social class differences became extinct (Ide &
Ueno, 2011).
Obana and Tomoda (1994) define kēgo as “the usage of a particular type of
language which is the expression of the recognition of a certain social relationship
between people who interact with each other.” Although social class differences
influenced the use of kēgo in the past, Obana (2000) claims that kēgo is associated with
formal, status-appending, unfamiliar, and/or distance settings in today’s society.
Honorifics can be divided into two types; one is to show respect to a topic person and the
other is to show politeness to a listener. The first type is called referent honorifics and the
latter is called addressee honorifics. These two types of honorifics will be explained
separately. Furthermore, when using referent honorifics, depending on whether the
referent is the subject or object of a sentence, different honorifics are used. Such
honorific categories are exalting language and humbling language I. Similarly, addressee
honorifics can be further categorized into three categories. The uses of such honorifics
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depend on the speaker’s decision in accordance with social norms but a topic person does
not come into play. Table 1, cited from Kēgo no Shishin “Guide to Honorifics”
(Bunka-chō, 2007), summarizes five types of honorifics. Beautifying Language will not
be explained in further detail since it is outside the focus of the present study. Note that
Kēgo no Shishin is more or less a prescriptive guide in which scholars made honorific
usage recommendations.
Table 1. Classification of Honorifics (Kēgo)
(Data Source: Kēgo no Shishin “A Guideline of Honorifics”, Bunka-chō, 2007)
Five Categories

Examples

Referent Honorifics
i) Exalting Language
(Sonkēgo)
ii) Humbling Language I
(Kenjōgo)

Addressee Honorifics
iii) Humbling Language II
(Tēchōgo)
iv) Polite Language
(Tēnēgo)
v) Beautifying Language
(Bikago)

Suppletives: irrasharu ‘to be’
Others: o-VERB-ninaru, VERB-(r)areru, o/go-NOUN
Suppletives: itadaku ‘eat’
Others: o-VERB suru, go-VERBAL, NOUN suru,
Others: shōsha ‘my company’

Suppletives: oru ‘to be’
NOUN/ADJECTIVE desu ‘be’, VERB-masu
o-sake ‘sake’, o-ryōri ‘to cook’
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Referent Honorifics
Moriyama (2004) states that the referent honorific is an honorific form with
which speakers must consider a topic person when applying honorifics. According to
Shibatani (2006), the referent honorifics, the most basic and widely used grammatical
form of honorifics, are used to show deference toward the nominal referents. He also
states that “the referent honorific system is a useful tool that allows the speaker to express
deference, not only to a third person referent, but also to the addressee” (p.386). He
explains that when the subject referent and the addressee coincide, the referent honorifics
system serves the function of addressee honorifics. Addressee honorifics will be
explained later in this chapter.

Titles
The most commonly used referent honorifics are honorary titles used with a
person’s name. Not only Japanese but also many other languages have honorary titles
such as Mr. in English and Xiānshēng, also means ‘Mr.’, in Chinese. In Japanese, san
(which means ‘Mr.’ or ‘Ms.’) is added to the people’s first or last name. Other honorary
titles are derived from occupations which people consider high status such as professors.
In Japan, professors are called sensē, which literally means a ‘front-runner’. Similarly, in
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addition to professors, teachers in elementary, middle, and high schools are called sensē.
Inoue (1979) indicates that teachers are called sensē not only by present students, but also
by former students and the public in general. The title sensē is also used for other
respectable professionals including doctors, politicians, and writers (Ide, 1982). Ide and
Ueno (2011) point out that “the use of sensē indexes the speaker’s perception of the other
as an honorable professional”. Inoue (1979) supplements it by stating the idea that the
word sensē is a respectful title and a vocative form (p. 281). Moreover, professional titles
can be used either independently (see Example 2.1) or with last names such as 山田部長
/Yamada buchō/ ‘Manager Yamada’, in a corporate environment to show respect toward
referents (in this situation Manager Yamada).
(2.1)
Professional Titles
教授/kyōju/
社長/shachō/

‘Professor of a university’
‘President of a company’

部長/buchō/

‘Manager of a company’

Exalting Language (Sonkēgo)
With sonkēgo, speakers show respect or deference toward a person, who is
usually the subject of a predicate (Kikuchi, 1994). One of the systems of producing
sonkēgo is a suppletive form system. This system is used as いらっしゃる/irrasharu/
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for いる/iru/ ‘to be’ (see Example 2.2). If a suppletive verb is not available, Japanese
speakers can use the productive grammatical device お/o/ + verb stem + になる/ninaru/
as in お会いになる/o-ai ninaru/ for 会う/au/ ‘to meet’ (see Example 2.3). By using
sonkēgo such as examples 2.2 and 2.3, the speaker can show respect or deference toward
the teacher that the subject of the sentence refers to.
(2.2)
先生はいらっしゃいません。
Sensē wa irrashaimasen.
Professor-TOP be-HON-NEG
‘The professor is not here.’
(2.3)
先生はご友人とお会いになります。
Sensē wa go yūjin to oaininarimasu.
Professor-TOP friend-DAT meet-HON
‘The professor meets his/her friend.’

Humbling Language I (Kenjōgo)
With kenjōgo, speakers show respect or deference toward a person, who is
usually the object of a predicate, by humbling the speaker or the predicate’s subject
(Kikuchi, 1994). In other words, when a speaker talks about himself/herself to others, the
speaker humbles his/her own actions. A humble form is formed either through a lexical
suppletion such as うかがう/ukagau/ for きく/kiku/ ‘to listen to’(see Example 2.4), or
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by sandwiching a verb with the honorific prefix お/o/ and the humble auxiliary verb す
る/suru/ as in お返しする/o kaeshi suru/ ‘to return’ (see Example 2.5). By using
kenjōgo as in example 2.4 and 2.5, the speaker can show respect or deference toward the
teacher that the object of the sentences refers to.2
(2.4)
先生のお話をうかがっています。
Sensē no ohanashi o ukagatteimasu.
Teacher-GEN Conversation-ACC listen to-HUM
‘I am listening to the teacher.’
(2.5)
先生に御本をお返ししました。
Sensē ni go-hon o okaeshishimashita.
Teacher-DAT book-ACC return-HUM-PAST
‘I returned the book to my teacher.’

Addressee Honorifics
Moriyama (2004) states that the addressee honorific is an honorific form with
which speakers must consider the addressee(s) when applying honorifics. Shibatani (2006,
p. 384) describes addressee honorifics as “those forms that show the speaker’s deference

The subject is not stated in examples 2.4 and 2.5. However, since the predicate of these
sentences is a humble form, Japanese speakers can readily recognize that unstated “I” is
the subject.
2
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toward the addressee”. Ide and Ueno (2011) explain that addressee honorifics systematize
the deference or distance toward the addressee or the formality of the setting.

Humbling Language II (Tēchōgo)
Tēchōgo uses humbling forms of predicates to show politeness, but does not
necessarily give respect toward the listener (Kikuchi, 1994). Ide (1982) explains tēchōgo
as “forms which neither exalt the referent nor respect the addressee, but humble the
speaker” (p.364). Tēchōgo is formed by converting verbs such as いる/iru/ ‘to be’ into
its humbling equivalent おる/oru/ as follows:
(2.6)
父はおりません。
Chichi wa orimasen.
My father-TOP be-HUM II-NEG
‘My father is not here.’

Polite Language (Tēnēgo)
Tēnēgo shows politeness, but not necessarily respect toward a person, who is
usually the listener (Kikuchi, 1994). For example, the following sentence may be said by
a student to an unfamiliar visitor.
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(2.7)
先生はいません。
Sensē wa imasen.
Professor-TOP be-POL-NEG
‘The professor is not here.’
In this situation, tēnego is used to be polite to the visitor. Tēnēgo is formed by attaching
auxiliary verbs such as です/desu/, ます/masu/, and ございます/gozaimasu/ to verbs.

Factors for Selecting Appropriate Expressions
Sociolinguistic studies of honorifics in Japan started to become popular after the
National Language Research Institute was established in 1948 (Ide & Ueno, 2011). This
institute conducted a large scale survey on the use of honorifics to investigate how it
reflected the speaker’s region, gender, age, and rank in the workplace (Ide & Ueno, 2011).
Findings from the survey will be discussed in further detail in results section. Influenced
by this survey, Japanese scholars proposed numerous factors for selecting appropriate
expressions when interacting with others. For example, Niyekawa (1991) introduced the
five factors of rank, position, social status, age and sex (p.20). Kabaya et al. (1998), on
the other hand, introduced factors of interpersonal relationship, context, modality, topic,
pragmatic competence, and intention of speech. Kikuchi (1994) combines the ideas of
both Niyekawa (1991) and Kabaya et al (1998) and states that honorifics are identified as
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a special case of a broader class of Taiguu Hyōgen, “Attitudinal Expressions” (p.58). He
lists fifteen factors that possibly affect the use of honorifics (see Figure 1). Some are
social and the others psychological. He claims that people first comprehend and analyze
their situation by considering social factors. Then, they make a final decision by
considering psychological factors. According to Kikuchi, based on the concept of Taiguu
Hyōgen, speakers can choose to either use or not to use honorifics, and they can
reasonably conceive the consequences of each.
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(1) Social Factors
A. Locations as well as topics

B. Interpersonal relationships

①Makeup of the location ③Topic ①Hierarchical relationships ③Relative
familiarity
②Nature of the context

②Social relationships

④In group/out group

Analyzing and understanding
(2) Psychological Factors
A. The intention of consideration

B. Background factors

①General intention of consideration

①One’s feeling toward the
person

②Grasp of the “benefaction”
③How relative distance in

②Intentions of making a
smooth relationship

“familiar relationship” is understood
④Grasp of in/out group
⑤Special intentions

③Personality

Figure 1. The 15 Processes of Choosing the Appropriate Expressions
(Data Source: Kiuchi, 1994, p. 60)
(Translated by Wetzel, 2004, p. 38)

Out of the various social and psychological factors, major factors people
normally use are (1) hierarchical relationship, (2) relative familiarity, and (3) age (Ide,
1982). Sanada (1993) points out that age is an important aspect of honorifics since elderly
people tend to use more honorifics as they have more experience in using them.
Hierarchical relationship and relative familiarity will be explained separately.
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Hierarchical Relationship
Among interpersonal relationships, hierarchical relationships may be the most
important factor affecting the language use (Kikuchi, 1994). By considering this factor,
people show respect to a person for his/her achievement in socially recognized
professional fields (Ide, 1982). Professors, teachers, doctors, lawyers, and politicians
belong to these groups. In addition, if people belong to any social groups, there is a
hierarchical relationship such as between junior workers and their boss.

Relative Familiarity
Kikuchi (1994) states that a speaker changes honorifics depending on the
closeness of the relationship between speaker and listener. For example, if students who
do not know each other well are talking about today’s class, the students might use polite
language (tēnēgo) to each other as follows.
(2.8)
今日、授業はありますよ。
Kyō, jyugyō wa arimasuyo.
Class-TOP be-POL
‘We have the class today.’
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In a situation where the students are close to one another, they probably would not use
polite language. Instead, they would use colloquial (i.e. non-honorific) expressions as
follows.
(2.9)
今日、授業はあるよ。
Kyō, jyugyō wa aruyo.
Class-TOP be-SFP
‘We have the class today.’

Distinction between Uchi (in-group) and Soto (out-group)
Selecting appropriate honorifics in any given social situation can be subjective.
Obana (2000) explains that people’s social situations are not necessarily organized in a
way that a person with seniority or a high social status always receives sonkēgo, while
people must use kenjōgo to describe themselves. That means that the same person may
receive sonkēgo or kenjōgo depending on the situations and contexts. In analyzing a
given situation, the factor of uchi and soto plays an important role.
Uchi is translated as ‘in-group’ and soto as ‘out-group’. Uchi literally means
‘house’. Obana (2000) provides that uchi no hito (literally means ‘person in my place’)
‘my husband’, uchi no sēto ‘my student’, and uchi no kaisha ‘my company’ as examples
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which indicate the borderline between the speaker’s social group (uchi) and people from
the outside (soto).
For example, a speaker works at a private company. The speaker’s colleague
comes to the office and asks where his/her boss is. When the speaker refers to Manager
Yamada with the colleague who works in the same organization, the boss receives
exalting language since the boss is higher in status. However, even though the speaker
may well respect his/her boss, he/she cannot use exalting language to refer to the boss
when talking to people outside of the company. In this situation, the speaker considers
his/her organization as uchi (in-group) and the others as soto (out-group). The reason why
the speaker cannot use exalting language in such a situation is that when the speaker talks
about the people in the speaker’s group (uchi) to the people outside of his/her group
(soto), the speaker cannot elevate the people who belong to the speaker’s group. In other
words, the speaker is expected to be humble himself/herself (use humble language) when
talking to the people from the out-group about the speaker himself/herself, speaker’s
family members, or anyone else who belongs to the speaker’s group.
Obana (2000) states that when considering people’s social interactions, groups
that people belong to can be classified as their social groups and kēgo is used differently
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in social contexts. Therefore, the speaker may have to use different kēgo even when
talking about the same person.

Shifts from Absolute Honorifics to Relative Honorifics
Apart from the five categories of honorifics as explained in previous section,
Sanada (1993) states that Japanese honorifics can be divided into old honorifics (absolute
honorifics) and modern honorifics (relative honorifics). Kikuchi (1994) affirms that
absolute honorifics and relative honorifics are not different in terms of the categories of
honorifics, but rather different in terms of application. Kindaichi (1959) explains that in
Japanese society, absolute honorifics have shifted to relative honorifics with the
exception of the usage toward the emperor and the empress. In addition, Kato (1973)
points out another exception found in some upper class families. Ide and Ueno (2011)
explain that the shift from absolute honorifics to relative honorifics is attributable to the
complexity and the mobility of the society (p.446).

Absolute Honorifics and Relative Honorifics
Prior to modern honorifics, application of honorifics was simple. People used
honorifics when the referent person is higher in status or older than the speaker. This
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means that the same honorifics are used for the same person regardless of where the
speaker is situated (Obana, 2000). This type of application of honorifics is called absolute
honorifics.
Tsujimura (1968) defines absolute honorifics as a person receiving exalting
language in any situation (p.88). Sanada (1993) also describes absolute honorifics as
“strictly socially stratified relationships determined the selections in honorifics behavior
(p.81)”. That means that hierarchical relationship was the key to selecting appropriate
honorifics.
In modern Japanese, application of honorifics changes as the speaker’s situation
changes. The same person receives different honorifics depending on the situations. In
other words, person A who receives exalting language when considering hierarchical
relationship receives humbling language when speaker B refers to A with people outside
of the group that A and B belong to. This type of application of honorifics is called
relative honorifics. When relative honorifics are applied, the speaker needs to consider
not only hierarchical relationship but also other factors, most importantly, the concept of
uchi and soto.
Figure 2 shows the concept of uchi and soto in a business situation.
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Organization

The topic person

(A)

The listener


Seniors in the
same company




Another companies’
employees
Visitors to the
speaker’s company



 Customers

Uchi (in-group)

The Speaker
Administrative staff member

Soto (out-group)

Figure 2. Organizations vs. Soto (Data Source: Obana, 2000, p.220)
*The speaker is situated facing people from other company or visitors to his/her company.
(Obana, 2000, p. 220)

(

The borderline (A) divides the speaker’s organization and others such as company’s
visitors and another company’s employees. In this situation, the speaker considers his/her
organization as uchi (in-group) and the others as soto (out-group). For example, the
speaker is in the office. His/her boss, Manager Yamada, is in a meeting and temporarily
out of his/her office. The speaker’s colleague comes to the office and asks where his/her
boss is. When the speaker refers to Manager Yamada with the colleague who works in the
same organization, the speaker would answer as follows:
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(Talking to a colleague)
(2.10)
山田部長はいらっしゃいません。
Yamada buchō wa irrashaimasen
Yamada manager-TOP be-HON-NEG
‘Manager Yamada is not here.’
When the speaker refers to his/her boss when talking to the colleagues, the boss receives
exalting language since the boss is higher in status.
In the next scenario, the speaker receives a phone call from a person from
outside of his/her company, and he/she is asked to transfer the call to his/her boss. In this
situation, since the speaker is talking to the people outside of the company, the speaker
cannot use exalting language nor honorary titles about his/her boss as illustrated in the
following example.
(Talking to a phone caller from outside)
(2.11)
*山田部長はいらっしゃいません。
Yamada buchō wa irrashaimasen
Yamada manager-TOP be-HON-NEG
‘Manager Yamada is not here’.
Instead, the speaker needs to use humbling language with no honorary title. In such a
situation, people apply “relative honorifics” where the speaker needs to discern which
person is their uchi (in-group) member, such as Manager Yamada in the same company,
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or their soto (out-group) member, such as the phone caller from outside. Therefore, the
speaker’s response would be one of the following two:
(Talking to a phone caller from outside)
(2. 12)
山田はおりません。
Yamada wa orimasen.
Yamada-TOP be-HUM-NEG
‘Yamada is not here.’
(2. 13)
部長の山田はおりません。
Buchō no Yamada wa orimasen.
A manager-TOP be-HUM-NEG
‘Yamada, who is a manager, is not here.’
Notice that the humbling verb おります/orimasu/ is used for いる/iru/ ‘to be (HUM)’
when referring to Manager Yamada with a person outside of the company. By humbling
Manager Yamada, the speaker can show respect to the person from outside of the
company. They can humble their manager because Manager Yamada belongs to the same
organization.
Thus, the same person can receive different honorifics depending on the
situation. According to Kēgo no Shishin (Bunka-chō, 2007), based on the concept of
relative honorifics, when talking to an out-group person, the speaker can refer to their
manager as 山田/Yamada/ with no honorary title or 部長の山田/buchō no Yamada/
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meaning ‘Yamada, who is a manager’. On the other hand, adding occupational titles after
the last name such as 山田部長/Yamada buchō/ ‘Manager Yamada’ or 山田さん/Yamada
san/ ‘Mr./Ms. Yamada’ is not appropriate as buchō and san are honorary titles. Therefore,
when the speaker talks about his/her boss, the speaker should neither use honorary title
nor exalting language since the speaker is supposed to consider his/her boss as his/her
uchi (in-group) member.

Exceptions to Individual/Social Groups vs. Soto
As explained in the previous sections, the concept of uchi and soto is one of the
important factors to consider when a speaker refers to someone who belongs to the
speaker’s social group with people outside. However, there are some exceptions which do
not follow this concept. These exceptions will be explained separately in this section.

Individual vs. Soto
Even though absolute honorifics have shifted to relative honorifics, it is
generally recognized that absolute honorifics are still currently used to refer to the
emperor and empress. For example, the crown prince uses exalting language when
referring to the emperor or empress when talking to people outside of the family. When
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the crown prince refers to his father (the emperor) at an official meeting, he would use
exalting language only considering the hierarchal relationship as follows:
(2.14)
皇太子：天皇陛下がそうおっしゃいました。
Tennōhēka ga sō osshaimashita.
Crown prince: Emperor-TOP so say-HON-PAST
‘The emperor said so.’
Many scholars argue that absolute honorifics are not commonly seen in our daily
lives anymore. Therefore, they uphold that the shift to relative honorifics has completed
in standard Japanese. However, absolute honorifics still exist in limited situations besides
the imperial family example (Sanada, 1993). Kato (1973) provides examples of absolute
honorifics in modern Japanese, explaining that in some dialects, it is appropriate to use
exalting language to uchi (in-group) people such as in the Kinki area (southwest side of
Japan). In addition, Kato points out that some exceptions can be found in upper class
families or families with excessively authoritarian fathers. In such cases, a wife or a child
refers to their husband’s/father’s actions with the people outside of the family using
exalting language as follows:
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(2.15)
お父様がおっしゃった。
Otōsama ga osshatta.
Father-HON-TOP say-HON-PAST
‘My father said.’

Private Corporations vs. Soto
The speaker is expected to be humble (use humble language) when talking about
the speaker himself/herself and the speaker’s group to people from outside. However,
Kikuchi (1994) clarifies that in some situations, exalting language is used to refer to
someone in the speaker’s group when talking to people from outside. For example, the
speaker goes to play golf with his/her company’s CEO (“S-CEO”) and the other
company’s CEO (“O-CEO”). S-CEO receives a phone call and temporarily leaves the
scene. O-CEO asks the speaker whether S-CEO has any golf experience. Kikuchi (1994)
points out that since the speaker is just a regular employee of the company and there is a
huge status difference between the speaker and S-CEO, the speaker could use exalting
language as the listener, O-CEO, may feel awkward if the speaker does not use exalting
language. After considering various factors, the speaker could use exalting language to
describe S-CEO’s experience as follows:
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(Talking to O-CEO)
(2.16)
社長はゴルフをなさってました。
Shachō wa gorufu o nassatemashita.
President-TOP play-HON-PAST golf-ACC
‘President of my company has played golf before.’
Kikuchi (1994) states that this kēgo usage is not considered as an exception to relative
honorifics since the speaker considers the situation and choose the appropriate kēgo for
the listener (O-CEO). However, as some Japanese speakers think it is appropriate to use
exalting language to S-CEO, it could be considered that the application is absolute
honorifics since the speakers use exalting language as an appropriate form. Kikuchi
(1994) does not clearly state why the application of honorifics is called relative honorific
even though some people use exalting language when referring to their uchi member to
people from outside.
In order to support his own conclusion, Kikuchi (1994) conducted a survey that
asked 643 participants to choose which honorifics (exalting language, polite language,
and humbling language) is appropriate in the “playing golf with the CEO” situation.
18.4% of the participants chose exalting language, 34.5% chose polite language, 44.5%
chose humbling language, and 2.6% chose some other option. As the total of 643
participants included both business persons and students, Kikuchi further analyzed the
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data by separating business persons and students. As a result, for business persons, 10.7%
chose exalting language, 41.3% chose polite language, 44.2% chose humbling language,
and 3.8% chose some other option. On the other hand, in the student data 25.9% chose
exalting language, 27.8% chose polite language, 44.8% chose humbling language, and
1.5% chose some other option. Kikuchi (1994) surmises that the business persons, as
compared to the students, are more accustomed to the concept of uchi and soto, which
resulted in a lower number of selection of exalting language. However, he points out
some business persons also think that using exalting language in this situation is
appropriate.

Educational Organizations vs. Soto
Obana (2000) claims that the application of honorifics in private corporations
does not apply in educational organizations. For example, suppose that the speaker is
working at a school as an administrative staff member, and he/she is in his/her office.
Professor Satō is in a meeting and temporarily out of his/her office. The administrative
staff member’s colleague comes to the office and asks where Professor Satō is. When the
administrative staff member refers to Professor Satō with the colleague who works at the
same school, he/she would answer as follows:
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(Talking to a colleague)
(2.17)
佐藤先生はいらっしゃいません。
Satō sensē wa irrashaimasen.
Professor Satō-TOP be-HON-NEG
‘Professor Satō is not here.’
As the administrative staff member considers that professors have higher status, they use
exalting language (sonkēgo) to talk about them.
Obana (2000) further argues that the same application of honorifics continues
even when people from other organizations take part in this interaction. She claims that
professors in educational organizations receive exalting language from administrative
staff members even when the administrative staff member refers to them when talking to
the people from outside. For example, a phone caller from outside asks to speak to
Professor Satō. In this situation, Obana (2000) claims that the administrative staff
member would use exalting language to refer to Professor Satō as in (2.18) instead of
humbling language alternatives in (2.19) and (2.20)3.
(Talking to a phone caller from outside)
(2.18)
佐藤先生はいらっしゃいません。
Satō sensē wa irrashaimasen.
Professor Satō-TOP be-HON-NEG
‘Professor Satō is not here.’
3

Y. Obana, personal communication, December, 20, 2012.
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(Talking to a phone caller from outside)
(2.19)
?? 佐藤先生はおりません。
Satō sensē wa orimasen.
Professor Satō-TOP be-HUM-NEG
‘Professor Satō is not here.’
(2.20)
?? 佐藤はおりません。
Satō wa orimasen.
Satō-TOP be-HUM-NEG
‘Satō is not here.’
Obana also states that she is not aware of any other research conducted using the
same scenario. In addition, she clarified that the vertical line (A) in Figure 2, which
divides the speaker and the organization, only applies to commercial organizations which
has an intention to maximize the profit (Obana, 2000, p. 226).

Occupations vs. Soto
Inoue (1979) indicates that there are some people belonging to various types of
organizations that do not consider themselves as belonging to uchi (in-group). One
example she cites is that professors in schools do not consider their own university as an
organization that they belong to in the same way that company employees consider about
their corporations. In addition to the educational organizations, she indicates that doctors
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who work at hospitals similarly do not consider themselves as belonging to organizations
even though they are full-time salaried employees. She insists on her idea because
“Japanese society places the family at the center of the society and a whole spectrum of
family-like communities in its outer layers” (p.294). She describes that Japanese people
think corporations are located very close to the center, and a group of professional people
such as doctors is located the farthest from the center. For example, a speaker is working
at a hospital as a doctor, and he/she is in his/her office. Doctor Satō is in a meeting and
temporarily out of his/her office. A phone caller from outside asks to speak to Doctor
Satō4. Inoue (1979) argues that the speaker uses exalting language as in the following
sentence.
(Talking to a phone caller from outside)
(2.21)
佐藤先生はいらっしゃいません。
Satō sensē wa irrashaimasen.
Doctor Satō-TOP be-HON-NEG
‘Doctor Satō is not here.’
Inoue (1979) claims that unlike the business situation where the speaker refers to his/her
boss (in-group) when talking to soto (out-group) person using humbling language
(kenjōgo or tēchōgo), the speaker uses exalting language when the speaker refers to
4

The example given by Inoue used a doctor as a phone receiver. It did not provide other
types of phone receiver such as an administrative staff member as a phone receiver.
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professors or doctors (in-group) with people from outside of the educational
organizations/medical institutions. This idea is the same as Obana’s which does not
follow the rule of relative honorifics.
Despite her strong claim, Inoue does not present evidence for it. Only professors
and doctors who have experience working at both schools/hospitals and private
corporations can state the difference between the two, and such people are rare. In
addition, her claim is not supported by other research.

Educational Organizations with Honorary Titles vs. Soto
Kēgo no Shishin (Bunka-chō, 2007) provides examples of honorific usage in
educational organizations, whether a speaker in educational organizations can call
teachers who work in the same organizations using the honorary title sensē when talking
to parents calling the school. According to Kēgo no Shishin, (Bunka-chō, 2007), based on
the concept of relative honorifics, the speaker, who is a colleague to the teacher, should
not call the teacher using the honorary title sensē with parents since they belong to the
same organization.
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(Talking to a phone caller from outside)
(2.22)
* 田中先生はおりません。
Tanaka sensē wa orimasen.
Satō sensē HON-TOP be-HUM-NEG
‘Professor Satō is not here.’
Instead, Kēgo no Shishin (Bunka-chō, 2007) claims that the speaker should call the
teacher without an honorary title as follows:
(Talking to a phone caller from outside)
(2.23)
田中はおりません。
Tanaka wa orimasen.
Satō-TOP be-HUM-NEG
‘Satō is not here.’
In addition, based on the concept of relative honorifics, using an honorary title in such a
situation can be problematic. However, according to the survey by the Agency for
Cultural Affairs (Bunkachō), a number of Japanese people support the use of 田中先生
/Tanaka sensē/ with an honorary title instead of 田中/Tanaka/ without when talking to
students’ parents as in the following sentence.
(Talking to a phone caller from outside)
(2.24)
田中先生はおりません。
Tanaka sensē wa orimasen.
Satō sensē HON-TOP be-HUM-NEG
‘Professor Satō is not here.’
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Kēgo no Shishin (Bunka-chō, 2007) argues that this is because in educational
organizations, the speaker (in this situation, the teacher who works with Tanaka sensē)
considers the teacher’s higher status relative to the students as more important. In other
words, the speaker puts more emphasis on benefactive relationships between teachers and
students than the concept of uchi and soto when talking to student’s parents.5 The survey
by the Agency for Cultural Affairs also reports that in medical institutions, Japanese
people support the use of 田中先生/Tanaka sensē/ ‘Doctor Tanaka’ with an honorary title
by hospital staff instead of 田中/Tanaka/ without when talking to patients.
Finally, Kēgo no Shishin (Bunka-chō, 2007) provides one more option to refer to
the topic person (teacher) with an occupational title as in 田中教諭/Tanaka kyōyu/ which
represents a neutral and formal option.
(Talking to a phone caller from outside)
(2.25)
田中教諭はおりません。
Tanak kyōyu wa orimasen.
Professor Tanaka-TOP be-HUM-NEG
‘Professor Tanaka is not here.’

The example given by the Agency for Cultural Affairs used a parent as the
phone caller to the school, and a teacher as the phone receiver. It did not provide other
types of phone callers such as a dean or an administrative staff member from another
school as the phone caller.
5
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The examples from Kēgo no Shishin (Bunka-chō, 2007) indicate that speakers in
educational organizations and medical institutions can use an honorary title for
professors/doctors when they talk to people from outside of schools and hospitals.
However, Example 2.24 still uses a humbling verb even though it ignores the concept of
relative honorifics. This particular usage is representative of an ambivalent attitude on the
part of Japanese speakers, presumably caused by two conflicting forces: the need to show
deference to a superior and the need to be respectful of the addressee. Also, this idea is
different from Obana’s (2000) where a speaker such as administrative staff members
would have used exalting verbs if honorary titles are used.

Summary of Chapter 2
Currently, Obana’s (2000) conclusion that exalting language is used when
administrative staff members refer to professors or doctors in the same organizations
when talking to people from outside has yet to be supported by an empirical study. Kēgo
no Shishin (Bunka-chō, 2007) indicates that Japanese speakers support the usage of
honorary titles for professors and doctors; however, the example from Kēgo no Shishin
uses a humbling verb. Therefore, it is still not clear that the use of honorary titles by
administrative staff members for professors and doctors relates to the consistent usage of
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exalting language or humbling language. Furthermore, what kind of demographic
categories influence administrative staff members’ use of exalting languages has also not
yet examined. Finally, what factors are responsible for their use of exalting language to
professors and doctors has not been researched yet. Therefore, there is a need to conduct
an empirical study to examine the claims of Obana’s, Inoue’s and Kēgo no Shishin’s.
The next chapter discusses the methodology of the present study, including
details on two questionnaires given to administrative staff members in educational
organizations and medical institutions.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

Participants
The participants were administrative staff members who work at either
educational organizations or medical institutions in Japan. Educational organizations,
both public and private, include elementary schools, middle schools, high schools, and
universities. Similarly, medical institutions include both public medical institutions and
private medical institutions. As administrative staff members in both organizations
occasionally have opportunities to talk to people from outside of schools/hospitals over
the phone or face to face, they are suitable data sources.

Administrative Staff Members in Educational Organizations
In total, 70 participants from educational organizations participated in the
present study. There were 28 participants from public schools (40% of the total) and 42
participants from at private schools (60% of the total). 28 were males (40% of the total),
41 were females (60% of the total), and one participant did not indicate his/her gender.
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43participants (62% of the total) have experience working at private companies, and 27
participants (38% of the total) do not have work experience besides schools.
The participants’ ages are shown in Table 2. The range of thirties constituted the
largest age group, with 24 participants (35% of the total). The twenties group constituted
the second-largest group age range, followed by forties, fifties, and sixties. One
participant did not select an age range.
Table 2. Participants in Educational Organizations by Age
Age Range

N

%

20s
30s

20
24

28%
35%

40s
50s
60s
No reply

14
7
4
1

20%
10%
6%
1%

Total

70

100

Administrative Staff Members in Medical Institutions
In total, 47 participants from medical institutions participated in the present
study. There were 2 participants from public/national medical institutions (4 % of the
total), 33 participants from private medical institutions (70% of the total) and 12
participants from others (26% of the total). 7 were males (15% of the total) and 40 were
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females (85 % of the total). 18participants (38% of the total) have experience working at
private corporations. 29 participants (62% of the total) do not have work experience
besides hospitals.
The participants’ ages are shown in Table 3. The range of thirties constituted the
largest age group, with 14 participants (30 % of the total). The twenties group constituted
the second-largest group age range, followed by forties, fifties, and sixties.
Table 3. Participants in Medical Institutions by Age
Age Range

N

%

20s
30s

13
14

27%
30%

40s
50s
60s

9
6
5

19%
13%
11%

47

100

Total

Materials
In order to investigate the research questions, an online questionnaire was
administered to the participants, which is composed of 26 questions using open-ended
and multiple-choice formats. This online questionnaire was created using Qualtrics, a
Web-based survey software program. The questions are divided into four parts, and they
are aimed to investigate whether or not administrative staff members in educational
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organizations or medical institutions use exalting language to talk about professors and
doctors, respectively, when talking to people from outside of schools or hospitals.

Part I: Factual Questions
The initial part of the questionnaire Questions 1-7 elicited the participants’
background information, including their office location, what type of educational
organization or medical institution they work for, whether they have any experience
working at a private company, how many years they have worked for, and their age and
gender.

Part II: Questions on Honorific Usage in Schools/Hospitals
Question 8, an open-ended question, asked the participants to write how they
would respond to a phone caller in the following situation:
Question 9
You are in your office. Professor Satō/Doctor Satō is in a meeting and is
temporarily away from his desk/office. A person outside of your educational
organization/medical institution phones in and asks, “I would like to talk to
Professor Satō/Doctor Satō. Could you please transfer this call to him/her?”
(Please avoid using the expression kaigichū ‘in a meeting’.)
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This question was strategically placed before multiple-choice questions 9 to 11,
in order to see how the participants would respond in the given situation without knowing
that this survey is designed to investigate honorifics usage in schools and hospitals. Also,
in a private company setting, when administrative staff members talk to people from
outside of their company, it is customary to use humbling language I or II to refer to their
boss. Therefore, this question is intended to investigate whether or not responses will be
different in educational organization and medical institution settings.
For multiple-choice questions 9-11, the participants are asked to choose either
exalting language or humbling language in the same situation. Three different exalting
language and humbling language options are provided in order to increase the reliability
of these questions. For example, the participants chose either exalting language いらっ
しゃる/irrasharu/ ‘to be’ or humbling language おります/orimasu/ ‘to be’.
Question 9
a.この部屋にはいらっしゃいません。
Kono heya niha irrashaimasen.
This room-TOP be-HON-NEG
‘He/she is not in this room.’
b.この部屋にはおりません。
Kono heya niha orimasen.
This room-TOP be-HUM-NEG
‘He/she is not in this room.’
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Part III: Questions to Investigate the Reason for Using Exalting Language
Questions 12-19 are provided to those participants who chose two or more
exalting language options in questions 9-11. The purpose of the following open-ended
question is to investigate how administrative staff members decide to use exalting
language with the phone caller.
Question 12
Why did you choose exalting language such as お聞きになる/okikininaru/ ‘to
listen’ in this situation?
Question 13 asked what kind of caller the participants would use exalting language with.
The multiple-choice question allows the participants to choose one or multiple options
from a list of possible answers.
For educational organizations
Question 13
 Student
 Student’s parent
 Dean from another school





Teacher from another school
Vendor
Administration staff member from another school
Any type of phone caller
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For medical institutions
Question 13
 Patient
 Patient’s family
 Doctor from another hospital
 Vendor
 Administration staff member from another hospital


Any type of phone caller

Questions 14-19 are Likert scale questions and they are designed to elicit how
closely their feeling matched the statements given in the questions. The scale is from
“Strongly Agree” (1 point) to “Strongly Disagree” (5 points). These questions were
included in the questionnaire to collect the following information which would be the
basis for choosing exalting language by administrative staff members:
For educational organizations
Question 14
The main purpose of a school is to educate students and not to maximize profit.
Question 15
Teachers provide their knowledge to the students and students receive benefits
from the teachers.
Question 16
People perceive that teachers possess a high social position.
Question 17
Using exalting language to refer to teachers with the listener should not be
considered as impolite.
Question 18
Administrative staff members consider that using humbling language when
talking about teachers is not appropriate.
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Question 19
Administrative staff members are instructed to use exalting language in such a
situation or they are used to the situation where colleagues use exalting in a
similar occasion.
For medical institutions
Question 14
The main purpose of a hospital is to treat patients and not to maximize profit.
Question 15
Doctors treat patients’ disease and the patients receive benefits from the doctors.
Question 16
People perceive that doctors possess a high social position.
Question 17
Using exalting language to refer to doctors with the listener should not be
considered as impolite.
Question 18
Administrative staff members consider that using humbling language when
talking about doctors is not appropriate.
Question 19
Administrative staff members are instructed to use exalting language in such a
situation or they are used to the situation where colleagues use exalting
language in a similar occasion.
These questions are created based on Obana’s discussion (2000) of absolute
honorifics in educational organizations and Kikuchi’s 15 Factors (1994) that people use
to select appropriate wordings when communicating with people.
To those participants that selected two or more humbling language options in
questions 9-11, questions 20 to 24 are provided to them. These questions include an
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open-ended question, multiple choice questions, and Likert scale questions similar to
questions 12-19 to examine the reason(s) for selecting humbling language.

Part IV: Questions on Honorary Title Usage
Questions 25 and 26 are aimed to investigate how administrative staff members
use honorary titles. Question 25 provides a situation at a private company. Therefore,
participants with no work experience at a private company must presume how they would
use honorary titles in such a situation. The situation for question 26 is at a school or at a
hospital. These two questions are modeled after the survey that was conducted by the
Agency for Cultural Affairs (2004).
Question 25
You are an administrative staff member at a company. When you talk about Mr.
Yamada, who is a manager of your company, with other people outside of the
company, what phrase would you use?






Yamada ‘Yamada’
Buchō no Yamada ‘Yamada who is a manager’
Yamada buchō ‘Manager Yamada’
Yamada san ‘Mr. Yamada’
Wakaranai ‘not sure’

Question 26
You are an administrative staff member at a school/hospital. When you talk
about Mr. Satō who is a teacher/doctor at your school/hospital to other people
outside of the school/hospital, what phrase would you use?
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For educational organizations
 Satō ‘Satō’
 Kyōju no Satō ‘Satō who is a professor’
 Satō kyōju ‘Professor Satō’
 Satō sensē ‘Satō sensē (sensē means a teacher)’
 Satō san ‘Mr. Satō’
 Wakaranai ‘not sure’
For medical institutions
 Satō ‘Satō’
 Ishi no Satō ‘Satō who is a doctor’
 Satō ishi ‘Doctor Satō’
 Satō sensē ‘Satō sensē (sensē means a doctor)’
 Satō san ‘Mr. Satō’


Wakaranai ‘not sure’

Procedure
In order to collect diverse data from participants of different social backgrounds,
a recruitment e-mail was sent to administrative staff members at various educational
organizations and medical institutions from a variety of geographical locations in Japan
through the researcher’s social networks. Participants were asked to complete a one-time
questionnaire online. See Appendix A for the questionnaire provided to participants in
educational organizations and Appendix B for the questionnaire provided to participants
in medical institutions. 101 participants in educational organizations participated in the
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survey, and 70 participants completed it. On the other hand, 55 participants in medical
institutions participated in the present study, and 47 completed it. Therefore, the
responses from 70 participants in educational organizations and 47participants in medical
institutions were used in this study. The independent variables for this study are
participants’ genders, ages, experiences, affiliated organizations, and locations, and the
dependent variable is their choice of honorifics.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS

Introduction
This chapter discusses the result of the online questionnaire completed by
administrative staff members from educational organizations and medical institutions.
The descriptive statistics and inferential statistics are used to analyze the present data.

Results of Educational Organizations

Research Question 1
Within the same educational organizations, do teachers receive more exalting language
than humbling language from administrative staff members when they refer to teachers
with people from outside?
Obana (2000) argues that professors in educational organizations receive
exalting language from administrative staff members when the administrative staff
member refers to them with the people from outside of the school. In order to examine
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Obana’s (2000) claim, Question 8 on the questionnaire, an open-ended question, asked
the participants to write how they would talk with a phone caller from outside of a school
about a professor. The use of honorary titles by administrative staff members in
educational organizations is summarized in Table 4.
Table 4. Honorary Titles in Educational Organizations
Titles

N

%

Satō

Satō (no title)

31

44%

Satō sensē
Satō kyōju
Kōju no Satō
Satō kyōin
Kyōin no Satō

Satō sensē (honorary title of teachers)
Professor Satō
Satō who is a professor
Satō teacher
Satō who is a teacher

19
2
1
1
1

27%
3%
1%
1%
1%

No subject and title
No answer

10
5

15%
8%

70

100%

Total

Table 4 indicates that 44% of the participants refer to the professor using no title such as
Satō. This follows the concept of relative honorifics that disallows honorary titles such as
sensē after a person’s last name. On the other hand, 30% of the participants refer to the
professor using the honorary titles sensē and kyōju. This does not follow the concept of
relative honorifics.
In Table 5, the use of honorific verbs is analyzed.
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Table 5. Honorific verbs in Educational Organizations
(Exalting Language versus Others)
Honorifics verbs

N

%

Exalting language
Humbling language
Polite language
No answer

3
54
8
5

4%
77%
12%
7%

Total

70

100%

Table 5 indicates that only 4% of the participants use exalting language when referring to
the professor with the phone caller from outside of the school. A majority of the
participants (77%) use humbling language.
Multiple-choice questions 9-11 asked the participants to select either exalting
language or humbling language I/II when they respond to a phone caller from outside of
their school. In this section, three different verbs were used to increase the reliability of
the results. The chi-square test was used to ascertain that verb choices did not affect
choices of honorifics.
The results for the three different verbs are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6. Honorific Selection in Educational Organizations
*There is one participant who did not make a selection for ‘to listen’.
‘to be
(NEG)’
‘to eat’

Ex.

Hum.

いらっしゃいません
irrashaimasen
17

おりません
orimasen
53

めしあがる
meshiagaru

いただく
itadaku

14
‘to listen’

Total

56

おききになる
okikininaru
16

うかがう
ukagau
53

47 (22%)

162 (78%)

Total

Chi.

Df.

P.

70

70

69*
209

0.39

2

0.81

According to this table, 22% of the participants selected exalting language, and 78% of
them selected humbling language. The chi-square result is χ2 = 0.39, df= 2, p = 0.81,
which is not significant. In other words, no relationship is detected between verb choices
and honorific choices. However, as compared to the result from Table 5, more
participants used exalting language for the multiple-choice questions. It might be the case
that the provision of an exalting language option reminded the participants of it as a
possible option.
In questions 25 and 26, the participants were asked how they would use
honorary titles in a private corporation and a school, respectively. Results from question
26, the usage of titles in educational organizations, are shown in Table 7.
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Table 7. Use of Honorary Titles in Educational Organizations in the Present Study
Titles
Satō
Satō sensē
Satō kyōju
Kyōju no Satō
Satō san
-

Satō (no title)
Satō sensē (honorary title for teachers)
Professor Satō
Satō who is a professor of this school
Mr./Ms. Satō
Not sure

Total

N

%

14
15
30
9
0
2

20%
21%
43%
13%
0%
3%

70

100%

The results indicate that 43% of the participants would call the professor Satō kyōju
‘Professor Satō’, while 21% of the participants would call him/her Satō sensē (honorary
title for teachers). In total, 64% of the administrative staff members would use honorary
titles. Here we take note of the fact that the acceptability of honorary titles is higher than
the acceptability of exalting verb morphology.
A similar survey was conducted by Kokugo ni kansuru yoronchōsa (Bunka-chō,
2004). 3000 participants over age 16 including both gender participated in this survey and
2179 participants completed it. Participants with no work experience at a school must
presume how they would use honorary titles in such a situation. Their result is shown in
Table 8.
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Table 8. Use of Honorary Titles in Educational Organizations
(Data source: Kokugo ni kansuru yoronchōsa ‘The survey for Japanese language’, 2004)
Titles
Tanaka
Tanaka sensē
Tanaka san
-

Tanaka (no title)
Tanaka sensē (honorary title for teachers)
Mr./Ms. Tanaka
Not sure
Cannot say either one is better

Total

N

%

266
1,785
83
22
23

12%
82%
4%
1%
1%

2,179

100%

In the survey, 82% of the participants used the honorary title, sensē. Although “Professor
Tanaka” was not an answer choice in the survey, it shows that professors could be called
with honorary titles when referring to them with the people from outside.
In order to investigate whether administrative staff members in schools know
how to refer to the people in their social group with the people from outside in a private
company setting, Question 25 is provided. Participants with no work experience at a
private company must presume how they would use honorary titles in such a situation.
The use of titles in the private corporation setting is shown in Table 9.
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Table 9. Title Usage at Private Corporations in Educational Organizations
Titles
Yamada
Buchō no Yamada
Yamada buchō
Yamada san
-

N

%

Yamada
Yamada who is a manager of this company
Manager Yamada
Mr. Yamada
Not sure

31
30
9
0
0

44%
43%
13%
0%
0%

Total

70

100%

In Table 9, the results indicate that 44% of the participants would refer to their boss with
no title, and 43% of the participants would refer to them as Buchō no Yamada ‘Yamada
who is a manager’. This means that 87% of the participants applied relative honorifics to
this situation. According to this result, administrative staff members in educational
organizations understand that it is appropriate to refer to their boss by following the rule
of relative honorifics in a private corporation setting.
In sum, the answer to the first research question is no. Professors receive
exalting language as well as honorary titles from administrative staff members in a small
number of cases, but a great majority of the participants used humbling language
following the rule of relative honorifics in the situation. The proportion between exalting
language and humbling language changes with multiple-choice questions somewhat, but
the results from the open-ended question should better reflect a real life usage.
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Research Questions 2
Is the usage of honorary title by administrative staff members to teachers consistent with
the usage of exalting language?
Kēgo no Shishin (2007) indicates that speakers in educational organizations can
use an honorary title with professors when they talk to the people from outside of schools.
However, the example below from Kēgo no Shishin (2007) still uses a humbling verb
even though it ignores the concept of relative honorifics by using an honorary title.
(Talking to people from outside)
(4.1)
田中先生はおりません。
Tanaka sensē wa orimasen.
Tanaka sensē HON-TOP be-HUM-NEG
‘Professor Tanaka is not here.’
This particular honorific usage is interpreted here as reflecting the speaker’s ambivalent
attitude. In addition, this idea is different from Obana’s (2000) where a speaker such as
administrative staff members would have used exalting verbs if honorary titles are used.
In order to test Obana’s (2000) claims and examine how closely the current
usage follows Kēgo no Shishin’s (2007) recommendation, Question 8 is asked to the
participants in the present study. It is an open-ended question that asks the participants to
fill out how they would talk with a phone caller from outside of a school about a
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professor. In Table 10, Table 4 is further analyzed by sorting the result on the usage of
titles and honorifics verbs.
Table 10. Honorary Titles and Honorific verbs in Educational Organizations
(Exalting Language versus Humbling Language)
Titles

Honorific Verbs
Exalting

Humbling

Polite

Satō
Satō sensē

Satō (no title)
Satō sensē
(honorary title of teachers)

0
3

0% 28 40%
5% 12 17%

3
4

5%
6%

Satō kyōju
Kyōju no Satō
Satō kyōin
Kyōin no Satō
-

Professor Satō
Satō who is a professor
Satō teacher
Satō who is a teacher
No title and no last name

0
0
0
0
0

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

2 3%
1 1%
1 1%
1 1%
9 13%

1

1%

No answer

0

0%

5

3

5% 59 83%

8

12%

Total

7%

The results indicate that three participants who use exalting language use
honorary title, sensē, when talking about the professor. However, 14 participants who use
humbling language still use the honorary title, sensē or kyōju ‘Professor’. The answer to
the second research question is also no. Only a small number of participants (5%) who
use exalting language use honorary titles. A majority of participants who use humbling
language still use the honorary titles. This may appear contradictory but it is in line with
the recommendation provided in Kēgo no Shishin’s (2007).
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Research Question 3
Is the use of exalting language by administrative staff members in educational
organizations related to their organization type, gender, age, experience, and location?
Obana (2000) states that the vertical line (A) in Figure 2 in Chapter 2 which
divides the speaker and the organization only applies to commercial organizations. She
states that for this reason, administrative staff members in educational organizations use
exalting language to professors when talking to the people outside. This is a blanket
claim, and we already saw evidence against it in the foregoing sections. A great majority
took the humble option, while a small subset used exalting language. The next logical
question is what demographic profiles the people in each group have. In order to answer
this research question, the present study includes 5 questions (Q1-4, 7) that address it.
Questions 1-4 and 7 elicit the participants’ background information, including their office
location, what type of educational organization they work for, whether they have any
experience working at a private company, and their age and gender.
Organization type might affect the results because although the purpose of both
public and private schools are to educate people, private schools also need to maximize
their profit. Obana (2000) contends that one of the reasons that administrative staff
members use exalting language in a school is due to this difference. Also, gender
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difference is analyzed as it is generally believed that Japanese females use more
honorifics than males (Cook, 2011). Ide (1990) states that it is still widely perceived in
Japan that women use more honorifics than men. The important aspect about age is that
elderly people tend to use more honorifics as they have more experience in using
honorifics (Sanada, 1993). Furthermore, if participants have work experiences at private
corporations, they might tend to use more humbling language than the participants who
only work at schools because they are expected to use humbling language in corporations
(Kikuchi, 1994). Finally, location is relevant to this study since Nishida (1993) states that
exceptions to relative honorifics still exist in some regions.
Null Hypothesis 1
The exalting language to humbling language ratio of public organizations’ administrative
staff members is the same as that of private organizations’ administrative staff members.
The breakdown of public and private organizations is as follows.
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Table 11. The Breakdown of Organizations in Educational Organizations
Organizations

N

%

Four-year national university
Four-year private university
Public high school
Private high school
Public elementary school

23
38
1
5
3

33%
55%
1%
7%
4%

Total

70

100%

As seen in Table 11, 38% of the participants are from public organizations and
62% of the participants are from private organizations. The result for organization
difference is shown in Table 12.
Table 12. Organization Difference in Educational Organizations
Organization

Honorifics
Ex. Hum. Total Chi.

Public
Private

19
28

62
100

81
128

Total

47

162

209 0.07

Df.

P.

1

0.78

In Table 12, the chi-square result is χ2= 0.07, df= 1, p = 0.78. The result is not significant,
and the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. In other words, no relationship is detected
between choice of honorifics and organization type.
Null Hypothesis 2
The exalting language to humbling language ratio of male administrative staff members
is the same as that of female administrative staff members.
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The result for gender difference is shown in Table 13.
Table 13. Gender Difference in Educational Organizations
* The statistic test above does not include the participant’s data who did not answer
gender.
Gender

Honorifics
Ex. Hum. Total Chi.

Male

24

56

80

Female

23

103

126

-

3

3

47

162

No answer
Total

209 3.83

Df.

P.

1

0.05

As seen in Table 13, the chi-square result is significant, and the null hypothesis is rejected.
In other words, these two variables, selection of honorifics and gender relate to one
another. We can say that male administrative staff members tend to use more exalting
language than their female counterparts.
Null Hypothesis 3
The exalting language to humbling language ratio of administrative staff members in
each of the following age groups is the same.
The result for age difference is shown in Table 14.
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Table 14. Age Difference in Educational Organizations
* The statistic test above does not include the participant’s data who did not answer age.
Age
20s
30s
40s
50s
60s
No answer
Total

Honorifics
Ex. Hum.

Total Chi.

10
13
12
6

50
58
30
15

60
71
42
21

6
-

6
3

12
3

47

162

209 8.32

Df.

P.

4

0.08

In Table 14, the chi-square result is nearly significant with p=0.08. In other words, age is
possibly related to their choice of honorifics.
Null Hypothesis 4
The exalting language to humbling language ratio of administrative staff members who
have experience working only for educational organizations is the same as that of
administrative staff members who have experience working for both educational
organizations and private corporations.
The result for experiences difference is shown in Table 15.
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Table 15. Experience Difference in Educational Organizations
Experience

Honorifics
Ex. Hum. Total Chi.

Edu. only
W/ private

17
30

64
98

Total

47

162

Df.

P.

1

0.67

81
128
209 0.17

As seen in Table 15, the chi-square result is not significant, and the null hypothesis
cannot be rejected. In other words, no relationship is detected between choice of
honorifics and experience.
Null Hypothesis 5
The exalting language to humbling language ratio of administrative staff members in
Tōkyō is the same as that of administrative staff members in Yamaguchi.
The breakdown of locations in educational organizations is as follows.
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Table 16. The Breakdown of Locations in Educational Organizations
Locations

N

%

Tōkyō
Yamaguchi
Ōsaka
Aichi
Miyagi
Fukuoka

34
19
6
2
2
2

49%
27%
9%
3%
3%
3%

Ishikawa
Kyōto
Mie

1
1
1

1%
1%
1%

Hyōgo
Shimane

1
1

1%
1%

70

100%

Total

The result from the present study shows that many of the participants are either from
Tōkyō or Yamaguchi, two contrasting locations. The capital city, Tōkyō, is located in the
eastern part of Japan, while Yamaguchi is a rural area located in the western part of Japan.
The result for location difference is shown in Table 17.
Table 17. Location Difference in Educational Organizations
Honorifics
Location

Ex.

Hum. Total Chi.

Tōkyō
Yamaguchi

22
16

79
41

Total

38

120

Df.

P.

1

0.37

101
57
158 0.788
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Finally, as seen in Table 17, the chi-square result is not significant, and the null
hypothesis cannot be rejected. In other words, no relationship is detected between
selection of honorifics and location.
From the above results, age and gender were shown to be possible factors. Thus,
age and gender will be analyzed further in the next step. The result is shown in Table 18.
Table 18. Exalting Language and Humbling Language by Age
*One participant in 30s did not answer the exalting/humbling question for ‘listen’. Also,
there is one participant who did not answer his/her age.
20s
N=20
Exalting

30s
N=24*

40s
N=14

50s
N=7

60s
N=4

N/A*
N=1

Total

10

13

12

6

6

0

Language

16.7%

18.3%

28.6%

28.6%

50%

0%

Humbling
Language

50
83.3%

58
81.7%

30
71.4%

15
71.4%

6
50%

3
100%

47
162

Table 18 shows that participants in 40s and up use exalting language more than 20s and
30s. On the other hand, participants in 20s use humbling language the most (83.3% of the
total). In addition, the correlation between age and the use of exalting language is shown
in Figure 3.

Exalting Language (in %)
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60
50
40
30
20
10
0
20s

30s

40s

50s

60s

Age

Figure 3. Exalting Language by Age

As seen Figure 3, the more advanced in age the participants were, the more exalting
language they used. This supports Sanada’s (1993) idea that elderly people tend to use
more honorifics as they have more experience in using honorifics.
Next, the variables of age and gender are combined and analyzed. Table 19
summarizes the results.
Table 19. Exalting Language and Humbling Language by Age and Gender
*One participant in 30s did not answer the exalting/humbling question for ‘listen’.
Male
20s & 30s
N=15*

Female
20s & 30s
N=29

Male
40s & up
N=13

Female
40s & up
N=13

Total

Exalting
Language

11
25.0%

12
13.8%

13
33.3%

11
28.2%

47

Humbling
Language

33
75.0%

75
86.2%

26
66.7%

28
71.8%

162
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It indicates that 33.3% of male participants in 40s and up use exalting language the most.
On the other hand, 13.8% of female participants in 20s and 30s use exalting language the
least.
As an answer to the third research question, age and gender are related the most
to the use of exalting language by administrative staff members in educational
organizations. The result shows that people more advanced in age tend to use exalting
language more than the younger generations. This may be because teachers are
traditionally known as very strict and have great authority. No other relationship was
found in the other demographic categories.

Research Question 4
What factors do administrative staff members think are responsible for their use of
exalting language to teachers in educational organizations?
In order to answer this research question, the present study included seven
questions (Q 12, 14-19). Question 12, an open-ended question, was designed to
investigate how administrative staff members decide to use exalting language with the
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phone caller. The responses are shown below; 12 participants out of 15 answered the
question6.
Table 20. Factors of Using Exalting Language
学内において、先生を社内の同僚みた

‘Treating teachers as colleagues in

いな扱いにするのはタブーとされてい

companies is considered as unacceptable.’

るため。
「教育者」又は「研究者」という専門
職として尊敬語を使用する風習がこの
大学にはあるらしいので、その慣習に
ならって尊敬語を使っただけです。ま
たそのように準じないと、職場で異端
視されるため。

‘This school has a custom of using exalting
language to refer to teachers as professional
“educators” or “researchers”, and I

教員の方が尊敬される存在だから。

‘Teachers are respected people.’

教員組織と事務組織は、学内でも異な

‘Teachers and administrative staff members

る階層に属しているため。

belong to discrete ranks internally.’

考え方として先生は職場の同僚ではな
いから。

‘Teachers are not seen as workplace
colleagues.’

事務局職員と先生では先生の方が目上
の存在にあたる為。

‘Teachers are considered as higher in status
than administrative staff members.’

社会的地位の高い人だから。

‘Teachers have high status.’

先生だから

‘It is because they are teachers.’

先生なので

‘It is because they are teachers.’

先生に対して敬意の気持ちを持って接
しているから。

‘I interact with teachers with a respectful
attitude.’

尊敬語と謙譲語の区別がよくわかりま
せん。

‘I am not sure of the difference between
exalting language and humbling language.’

followed that custom. Also, if I do not
follow it, people in my workplace would
consider me a heretic.’

This open-ended question was provided to those participants who chose two or more
exalting language options in questions 9-11. As a result, 15 out of 70 participants
answered those questions.
6
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Table 20. (Continued). Factors of Using Exalting Language
本来、学内（社内）の者について対外
的に状況を伝える時は尊敬語を使用し
ないので、日本語の使い方としてはお
かしいが、大学の場合、職員が教員に
ついて伝える場合、私の職場では敬語
を使用するのが慣習となっているから
です。これが企業なら、たとえ大企業

‘Usually, since exalting language is not
used to refer to people belonging to the
same social group when talking with
people from outside of schools
(companies), such usage of Japanese is not
proper; but, in the case of universities, it is
a custom in my workplace for

の社長であっ ても、「只今、佐藤はお
客様のお話を伺っております」など、
敬称・役職をつけずに、謙譲語で状況
を伝えるのが当然であるから、教育機
関は特殊であると思います。

administrative staff members to refer to
professors using exalting language when
talking with people from outside. In the
case of companies, it is a matter of course
to use humbling language without honorary
/professional titles even when talking about
your CEO with people from outside, such
as “currently Satō is talking with a
customer”; thus, I believe that the
educational organizations are unique in this
respect.’

Certain patterns can be observed from the participants’ responses. For example,
two of the responses state that teachers and administrative staff members belong to
different groups even though they belong to the same organization. In addition, two of the
responses state that there is a custom to use exalting language to professors when
administrative staff members refer to them with people from outside. Finally, two of the
responses state that they use exalting language to professors since professors are higher in
status.
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Questions 14-19 are Likert scale questions designed to elicit how closely their
feeling matches the statements given in the questions. The scale is from “Strongly Agree”
(1 point) to “Strongly Disagree” (5 points). The results are shown in Table 21.
Table 21. Factors for Honorific Usage in Educational Organizations
Questions

M

SD

Types of organizations (Q.14)

3.3

1.0

Social relationship (Q.15)

3.2

1.1

Hieratical relationship (Q.16)

2.7

0.9

General idea (Q.17)

2.4

0.5

Particularity of the situation (Q.18)

2.7

0.6

Special intention (Q.19)

2.9

1.1

Since the means settle into the range between 2.4 to 3.3 and the standard deviations are
within 1.1, we can say that the participants’ responses cluster around the midpoint. The
participants showed a slight disagreement (mean of 3.3) on question 14, which asked
whether the type of organization is relevant or not. For the answer to the fourth research
question, some administrative staff members cited workplace customs and the status
difference between them and professors. From Likert scale questions, no other factors
were identified for the use of exalting language by administrative staff members.
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Results of Medical Institutions
Administrative staff members in medical institutions were asked to participate in
the same questionnaire except that professors/educational organizations are replaced with
doctors/medical institutions. The results are presented below.

Research Question 5
Within the same medical institutions, do doctors receive more exalting language than
humbling language from administrative staff members when they refer to doctors with
people from outside?
The use of honorary titles from an open-ended question 8 is summarized in Table
22.
Table 22. Honorary Titles in Medical Institutions
Titles

N

%

27
3

57%
6%

Satō
Satō sensē

Satō (no title)
Satō sensē (honorary title for doctors)

Satō ishi

Doctor Satō

5

11%

Ishi no Satō
-

Satō who is a doctor
No subject and title
No answer

3
4
5

6%
9%
11%

47

100%

Total

As seen in Table 22, the results of medical institutions are similar to those of educational
organizations in that a majority of the participants refer to doctors without honorary titles,
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except that much fewer participants (6%) used honorary titles as compared to the
educational organizations (30%).
In Table 23, the use of honorific verbs from the open-ended question 8 is
analyzed.
Table 23. Honorific verbs in medical institutions
Honorifics verbs

N

%

Exalting language

0

0%

Humbling language
Polite language
No answer

26
16
5

55%
34%
11%

Total

47

100%

Table 23 indicates that other than the fact that none of the participants used exalting
language as compared to a few (4%) in educational organizations, overall results are
similar. The multiple-choice questions 9-11 asked the participants to select either
exalting language or humbling language I/II. In order to increase the reliability of the
results, three different verbs were used. Fisher’s Exact Test was used to ascertain that
verb choices did not affect choices of honorifics. The results for the three different verbs
from multiple-choice questions 9-11 are shown in Table 24.
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Table 24. Honorific Selection in Medical Institutions
‘to be
(NEG)’
‘to eat’

Ex.

Hum.

いらっしゃいません
irrashaimasen
5

おりません
orimasen
42

めしあがる
meshiagaru

いただく
itadaku

4
‘to listen’

Total

43

Total

P.

47

47

おききになる
okikininaru
11

うかがう
ukagau
36

47

20 (14%)

121 (86%)

141

0.09

The results was not significant with p=0.09, which means that verb choices did not affect
the choice of honorifics. However, compared with the result in Table 23, some
participants did use exalting language for the multiple-choice questions. It might be the
case that the provision of an exalting language option reminded the participants of it as a
possible option.
The usage of titles in medical institutions from multiple-choice question 26 is
shown in Table 25.
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Table 25. Use of Honorary Title in Medical Institutions in the Present Study
Titles
Satō
Satō sensē
Satō ishi
Ishi no Satō
Satō san
-

Satō (no title)
Satō sensē (honorary title of doctors)
Doctor Satō
Satō who is a doctor
Mr./Ms. Satō
Not sure

Total

N

%

18
4
14
11
0
0

38%
9%
30%
23%
0%
0%

47

100%

The results indicate that only 9% of the participants would call the doctor Satō sensē
(honorary title for doctors). The acceptability of honorary titles with doctors is much
lower than with professors in educational organizations (64%).
A similar survey was conducted by Kokugo ni kansuru yoronchōsa (Bunka-chō,
2004). From the general public, 3,000 participants over age of 16, both males and females,
participated in this survey and 2,179 participants completed it. Participants with no work
experience at a hospital had to presume how they would use honorary titles in such a
situation. The results are shown in Table 26.
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Table 26. Use of Honorary Title in Medical Institutions
(Data source: Kokugo ni kansuru yoronchōsa ‘The survey for Japanese language’, 2004)
Titles
Kimura
Kimura sensē
Kimura san
-

Kimura (no title)
Kimura sensē (honorary title for doctors)
Mr./Ms. Kimura
Not sure
Cannot say either one is better

Total

N

%

262
1,808
65
22
22

12%
83%
3%
1%
1%

2,179

100%

In the survey, 83% of the participants used the honorary title, sensē. It shows that doctors
could be called with honorary titles when referring to them with the people from outside.
Since this survey was given to the general public in Japan, the participants could have
considered the situation using the standard of relative honorifics in general. Thus, a
survey which specifically targets people working at medical institutions, as in the present
study, was necessary.
The use of titles in the private corporation setting from multiple-choice question
25 in the present study is shown in Table 27.
Table 27. Title Usage at Private Corporations in Medical Institutions
Titles
Yamada
Buchō no Yamada
Yamada buchō
Yamada san
Total

Yamada
Yamada who is a manager of this company
Manager Yamada
Mr. Yamada
Not sure

N

%

26
17
4
0
0

55
36
9
0
0

47

100
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As seen in Table 27, the results of medical institutions are similar to those of educational
organizations in that that a majority of the participants would refer to their boss either
with no title or Buchō no Yamada.
In sum, the answer to the fifth research question is no. Although a small number
of participants used exalting language as well as honorary titles when referring to doctors
with people from outside, a great majority of the participants used humbling language
following the rule of relative honorifics in the situation.

Research Questions 6
Is the usage of honorary title by administrative staff members to doctors consistent with
the usage of exalting language?
In Table 28, Table 22 is further analyzed by sorting the result on the usage of
titles and honorifics verbs.
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Table 28. Honorary Titles and Honorific Verbs in Medical Institutions
(Exalting Language versus Humbling)
Titles

Honorific Verbs

Satō
Satō sensē

Exalting Humbling
0 0% 18
38%
0 0%
1
2%

Satō ishi

Satō (no title)
Satō sensē
(honorary title for doctors)
Doctor Satō

Ishi no Satō
-

Satō who is a doctor
No title and no last name
No answer

Total

Polite
9
19%
2
4%

0

0%

3

7%

2

4%

0
0
0

0%
0%
0%

3
1
5

7%
2%
10%

0
3
0

0%
7%
0%

0

0%

31

66%

16

34%

The results indicate that there were no participants who use exalting language when they
talk about doctors with people from outside. One participant who uses humbling
language still uses the honorary title sensē. Research question 6 could not be answered
since no one used honorary titles and exalting language together. However, here we take
note of the fact that except for one participant who used honorary title for the doctor, the
rest of the participants were remarkably consistent: i.e. they used humbling language and
no honorary titles.
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Research Question 7
Is the use of exalting language by administrative staff members in medical institutions
related to their organization type, gender, age, experience, and location?
The breakdown of public and private organizations is as follows.
Table 29. The Breakdown of Organizations in Medical Institutions
Organizations

N

%

Public medical institutions
Private medical institutions

2
3

6%
4%

Family owned
Others

30
12

64%
26%

Total

47

100%

As seen in Table 29, 68% of the participants are from private institutions and 6%
of the participants are from public institutions. The result for organization difference is
shown in Table 30.
Table 30. Organization Difference in Medical Institutions
*12 participants who selected others as their organization were not included in this
analysis.
Honorifics
Organization

Ex.

Hum. Total

Public
Private
Others

1
9
10

5
90
26

6
99
36

Total

20

121

141

P.

0.53
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As seen in Table 30, the results of medical institutions are similar to those of educational
organizations in that no relationship is detected between selection of honorifics and
organization types.
The result for gender difference is shown in Table 31.
Table 31. Gender Difference in Medical Institutions
Gender

Honorifics
Ex. Hum. Total

Male
Female

17
3

103
18

120
21

Total

20

121

141

P.

1

As seen in Table 31, the results of medical institutions are different from those of
educational organizations in that no relationship is detected between choice of honorifics
and gender in medical institutions. The result was significant in educational
organizations.
The result for age difference is shown in Table 32.
Table 32. Age Difference in Medical Institutions
Gender
20s
30s
40s
50s
60s
Total

Honorifics
Ex. Hum. Total
4
3
7
4
2

35
39
20
14
13

39
42
27
18
15

20

121

141

P.

0.16
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As seen in Table 32, the results of medical institutions are different from those of
educational organizations in that no relationship is detected between choice of honorifics
and age in medical institutions. The result was nearly significant in educational
organizations.
The result for experienced difference is shown in Table 33.
Table 33. Experience Difference in Medical Institutions
Experience

Honorifics
Ex. Hum. Total

Hosp. only
W/ private

10
10

77
44

87
54

Total

20

121

141

P.

0.32

As seen in Table 33, the results of medical institutions are similar to those of educational
organizations in that no relationship is detected between selection of honorifics and
experience.
The breakdown of locations in medical institutions is as follows.
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Table 34. The Breakdown of Locations in Medical Institutions
Locations

N

%

Aichi
Yamaguchi
Gifu
Kyoto
Tōkyō
Yamanashi

29
5
4
3
2
1

62%
11%
9%
6%
4%
2%

1

2%

47

100%

Tochigi
Total

The result from the present study shows that many of the participants are either
from Aichi or Yamaguchi, two contrasting locations. Known as a large metropolitan
industrial area, Aichi is located in the central part of Japan, while Yamaguchi is a rural
area located in the western part of Japan. The result for location difference is shown in
Table 35.
Table 35. Location Difference in Medical Institutions
Location

Honorifics
Ex. Hum. Total Chi.

Aichi
Yamaguchi

14
3

73
12

87
15

Total

17

85

102

Df.

P.

0.71

As seen in Table 35, the results of medical institutions are similar to those of educational
organizations in that no relationship is detected between selection of honorifics and
location.
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From the above results, the relationship between honorific usage and each
individual demographic category could not be supported by the Fisher’s exact test. As an
answer to the seventh research question, no relationship was found between honorific
usage and demographic categories.

Research Question 8
What factors do administrative staff members think are responsible for their use of
exalting language to doctors in medical institutions?
The results are shown in Table 36.
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Table 36. Factors for Honorific Usage in Medical Institutions
Questions

M

SD

3.3

0.6

Social relationship (Q.15)

3

0

Hieratical relationship (Q.16)

3

1

General idea (Q.17)

3

0

Particularity of the situation (Q.18)

3

0

2.3

1.2

Types of organizations (Q.14)

Special intention (Q.19)

As seen in Table 36, the results of medical institutions are similar to those of educational
organizations that no significant factors were identified for the use of exalting language
by administrative staff members.
This Likert scale question was provided to those participants who chose two or more
exalting language options in questions 9-11. As a result, 3 out of 47 participants answered
those questions.
7
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION

Summary of Findings and Discussions
Obana (2000) and Inoue (1979) claim that professors in educational
organizations receive exalting language from administrative staff members when the
administrative staff member refers to them with the people from outside of the school.
According to the present study, professors receive exalting language as well as honorary
titles from administrative staff members only in a small number of cases. A great majority
of the participants used humbling language following the rule of relative honorifics in the
situation. The same questionnaire study was also given to the administrative staff
members in medical institutions. The results are similar to those of educational
organizations in that a majority of the participants refer to doctors without honorary titles.
One notable difference was that a much smaller number of participants used honorary
titles in medical institutions than in educational organizations. In addition, although
overall results are similar, the results from the open-ended question indicate that none of
the participants used exalting language as compared to a few in educational organizations.
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In sum, professors in educational organizations and doctors in medical institutions
receive more humbling language than exalting language from administrative staff
members whey they refer to professors/doctors with people from outside.
Similarly, Kēgo no Shishin (2007) suggests that speakers in educational and
medical institutions can use an honorary title with professors/doctors when they talk to
the people from outside of schools/hospitals. However, the example from Kēgo no
Shishin still uses a humbling verb even though it runs counter to the concept of relative
honorifics. This particular honorific usage is interpreted here as reflecting the speaker’s
ambivalent attitude. In addition, this idea is different from Obana’s (2000) and Inoue’s
(1979) where a speaker such as administrative staff members would have used exalting
verbs if honorary titles are used. According to the present study, some participants who
use exalting language use honorary titles, but they were very few. A majority of
participants who use humbling language still use the honorary titles. This may appear
contradictory, but it in line with the recommendation provided in Kēgo no Shishin’s.
In addition, this study examined what kind of demographic categories influence
administrative staff members’ use of exalting languages. According to the present study,
age and gender are related to the use of exalting language by administrative staff
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members in educational organizations. The result indicates that the more advanced in age
the participants were, the more exalting language they used. This may be because
teachers are traditionally known as very strict and have great authority. No other
relationship was found with the other demographic categories in educational
organizations. In medical institutions, no relationship was found between honorific usage
and demographic categories.
Finally, the present study was designed to investigate how administrative staff
members in educational and medical institutions decide to use exalting language with the
phone caller. In educational organizations, some administrative staff members cited
workplace customs and status difference between them and professors. However, from
Likert scale questions, no other factors were identified for the use of exalting language by
administrative staff members in either institution.

Limitations of the Study
A major limitation of the present study is its small sample size due to the
researcher’s limited network. In addition, the questionnaire was not designed to measure
the acceptability of exalting language in educational and medical institutions since the
task was to select either exalting language or humbling language. Furthermore, since the
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questions asked “how would you response” rather than “how do you response in ordinary
life” to the phone call, some participants may have mistakenly assumed that the
questionnaire was testing their knowledge of the proper honorific usage and selected the
humbling language option. As seen in their responses to Question 12, some participants
apparently know that in general the rule of relative honorifics is the norm.

Future Research
One major direction for future research is a large-scale investigation of honorific
usage in educational and medical institutions. In addition, besides educational and
medical institutions, other institutions should also be investigated. As noted earlier, the
title sensē is used for other respectable professionals including politicians and writers.

Pedagogical Implications
The present study confirmed that there are situations in which the use of
honorifics is apparently contradictory such as when Japanese people use humbling
language with honorary titles for teachers/doctors. In these situations, Japanese speakers
consider the rule of uchi and soto, and they also consider hierarchical relationship. After
considering various factors, people produce appropriate honorific expressions in the
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situation. Kikuchi (1994) claims that when Japanese people choose appropriate
expressions they comprehend and analyze their situation by considering social factors.
Then, they make a final decision by considering psychological factors. Therefore, various
factors need to be considered when people choose appropriate expressions. Thus,
instructors of Japanese ought to keep in mind that there is not a fixed rule in Japanese
honorifics, but there are various factors which are combined to produce appropriate
honorific expressions.
It is also important for teachers to study and understand Japanese honorifics well
since studying Japanese honorifics for students is challenging and teaching Japanese
honorifics for teachers is also challenging. Japanese honorifics are complicated; it would
confuse students if teachers do not have enough knowledge to teach Japanese honorifics.
In the end, it is beneficial to use more authentic material which reflects actual
use of Japanese honorifics by Japanese native speakers when teaching Japanese
honorifics. It could show how Japanese people use different honorifics depending on
situations.
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Appendix A: A Survey on Japanese Style Usage in Educational Organizations

パート１
１．勤務先住所をご記入下さい。（例：広島県広島市）
２．勤務先について選択して下さい。
 国立四年制大学
 私立四年制大学
 公立四年制大学
 芸術大学
 短期大学
 公立高校
 私立高校
 公立中学校
 私立中学校
 公立小学校
 私立小学校
 幼稚園
 保育園
 塾
 その他
３．性別を選択して下さい。
 男
 女
４．年齢を選択して下さい。
 ２０歳代
 ３０歳代
 ４０歳代
 ５０歳代
 ６０歳代
５．出身地をご記入下さい。（例：千葉県）
６．勤続年数をご記入下さい。
７．社会人経験をご記入下さい。
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 教育機関のみで勤務
 民間企業勤務歴あり
パート２
８．どのように伝えるか具体的にご記入下さい。あなたは今事務室にいます。
ただし、佐藤先生は会議中で席を外しています。尚、会議中のような「～中」と
いう表現は避けて下さい。
あなたの職場で外部からの電話：「佐藤先生とお話がしたいのですが、つないで
いただけないでしょうか。」
あなた：

（９－１１）次のうち、外から先生に電話がかかってきた時の伝え方として、適
当と思う記号を選んでください。
９．
ア:この部屋にはいらっしゃいません。
イ:この部屋にはおりません。
１０．
ア:今外でお昼を召し上がっています。
イ:今外でお昼ご飯をいただいています。
１１．
ア: 来客の方のお話をお聞きになっています。
イ: 来客の方のお話をうかがっています。
パート３
尊敬語選択（質問９，１０，１１で二つ以上アの選択）：
１２．どうして、先生に対して「お聞きになる」の様な尊敬語を選択しましたか。

１３．尊敬語を使って対応した時に、電話をかけて来たと思われる人を全て選択
して下さい。
 生徒


生徒の保護者
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 権威のある先生(例：校長先生)
 他の学校の先生
 学校の取引先の人
 他の学校の事務職員
 誰であっても関係がない
（１４－１９）尊敬語がこの状況で使われるのは：
１４．学校は教育のための施設であり利益を得ることを目的とした機関ではない
ためである。
強くそう思う/そう思う/どちらでもない/そう思わない/全くそう思わない
１５．先生と電話を掛けて来た相手は社会的集団の中で教える側と教えられる側
の様な恩恵関係が成り立っているためである。
強くそう思う/そう思う/どちらでもない/そう思わない/全くそう思わない
１６．先生は常識的に考えて身分・地位が上であるためである。
強くそう思う/そう思う/どちらでもない/そう思わない/全くそう思わない
１７．先生を高めることは聞き手にとって失礼に当たらないと解釈したためであ
る。
強くそう思う/そう思う/どちらでもない/そう思わない/全くそう思わない
１８．先生の事を言及する時に、「来客の方のお話をうかがっています。」のよう
に「うかがう」という謙譲語を使うのは相応しくないと考えたためである。
強くそう思う/そう思う/どちらでもない/そう思わない/全くそう思わない
１９．職場において、外からの電話には先生に尊敬語を使って対応するようにと
指導、または、同僚がそのように使っているためである。
強くそう思う/そう思う/どちらでもない/そう思わない/全くそう思わない
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謙譲語選択（質問９．１０．１１．で二つ以上イの選択：
２０．どうして、先生に対して「うかがう」の様な謙譲語を選択されましたか。

２１．謙譲語を選択した時、電話をかけて来たと思われる人を全て選択して下さ
い。
 生徒




生徒の保護者
権威のある先生(例：校長先生)
他の学校の先生

 学校の取引先の人
 他の学校の事務職員
 誰であっても関係がない
（２２－２４）謙譲後がこの状況で使われるのは：
２２．先生は学校に属した人であり、外の人を相手としている場合、身内を立て
るべきではないと思ったためである。
強くそう思う/そう思う/どちらでもない/そう思わない/全くそう思わない
２３．聞き手に対して、「来客の方のお話をお聞きになっています。」のような
「お聞きになる」と言う尊敬語表現を先生に使うのは相応しくないと考えたため
である。
強くそう思う/そう思う/どちらでもない/そう思わない/全くそう思わない
２４．職場において、外からの電話には先生に謙譲語を使って対応するようにと
指導、または、職場の人がそのように使っているためであるためである。
強くそう思う/そう思う/どちらでもない/そう思わない/全くそう思わない
パート４
２５．あなたは会社の事務職員です。外の人からの電話に、自分の会社の山田部
長のことを話す場合、どのような呼び方をするのが良いと思いますか。
 山田は
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 部長の山田は
 山田部長は
 山田さんは
 分からない
２６．あなたは学校の事務職員です。外の人からの電話に、自分の学校の佐藤教
授について話す場合、どのような呼び方をするのが良いと思いますか。
 佐藤は
 教授の佐藤は
 佐藤教授は
 佐藤先生は
 佐藤さんは
 分からない
２７．敬語の指導、セミナーまたはジョブトレーニングを受けたことはあります
か。
 はい
 いいえ
２８．勤め先に敬語マニュアルはありますか。
 はい
 いいえ
２９．敬語の使い方について職場の人に、注意されたことはありますか。あれば、
具体的にお聞かせ下さい。

３０．フォローアップの為に、もしよろしければ連絡先を教えていただいてもよ
ろしいでしょうか。もしよろしければ、お名前と連絡先のご記入をお願いします。
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English Translation

Part I
1. Where do you work? (Example: Purdue University)
2. Please select your place of employment from the following.
 Four-year national university









Four-year private university
Four-year local public university
University of arts
Junior college
Public high school
Private high school
Public middle school
Private middle school

 Public elementary school
 Private elementary school
 Kindergarten
 Nursery school
 Cramming school
 Other
3. What is your gender?
 Male
 Female
4. Please select your age from the following.
 20s
 30s
 40s
 50s
 60s
5. Please fill out your place of birth. (Example: Chiba prefecture)
6. How many years have you been working?
7. Please select your work experience from the following.
 Work at educational institutions only
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Have some work experience at private companies

Part II
8. Please write down how you would respond to a phone caller in the following situation.
You are in your office. Professor Satō is in a meeting and temporarily leaves his seat.
Please avoid using the expression “in a meeting”.
A phone call from a person from outside of your educational institution: “I would like to
talk to Professor Satō. Could you please transfer this call to him/her?”
You:
(Please avoid using the expression “in a meeting”.)

(9-11) How would you respond to a phone call from outside of your school when the
caller requests to transfer the call to your teacher.
9.
a. He/she is not in this room. (Exalting language)
b. He/she is not in this room. (Humbling language)
10.
a. Now he/she is out for lunch. (Exalting language)
b. Now he/she is out for lunch. (Humbling language)
11.
a. He/she is meeting with a visitor. (Exalting language)
b. He/she is meeting with a visitor. (Humbling language)
Part III
You selected the exalting language (If you answered 2 or more “a” in questions 9-11,
answer 12-19 and skip 20-24).
12.Why did you choose exalting language such as ‘to listen’ in this situation?

13.Please select all applicable phone callers from the list below in the situation when you
used exalting language.



Student
Student’s parent
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 Dean from other school
 Teacher from other school
 Vendors
 Administration staff members from other school
 Any type of phone callers
(14-19) The reason why you used the exalting language in this situation is because:
14. The main purpose of a school is to educate students and not to maximize profit.
Strongly Agree / Agree / Neutral / Disagree / Strongly Disagree
15. There is a relationship between teachers and students such as the teachers teach their
knowledge to the students and the students receive benefits from the teachers.
Strongly Agree / Agree / Neutral / Disagree / Strongly Disagree
16. People believe that teachers possess high social position.
Strongly Agree / Agree / Neutral / Disagree / Strongly Disagree
17. Using exalting language to the listener should not be considered as impolite when
talking about teachers.
Strongly Agree / Agree / Neutral / Disagree / Strongly Disagree
18. You considered that using humbling language such as ‘to listen’ when talking about
teachers are not appropriate
Strongly Agree / Agree / Neutral / Disagree / Strongly Disagree
19. You have been instructed to use exalting language in this situation or you are used to
the conversation where colleagues use exalting language.
Strongly Agree / Agree / Neutral / Disagree / Strongly Disagree
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You selected the humbling language (If you answered 2 or more “b” in questions 9-11,
answer 20-24 and skip 12-19).
20. Why did you choose humbling language such as ‘to listen’ in this situation?

21. Please select all applicable phone callers from the list below in the situation when you
used humbling language.
 Student




Student’s parent
Dean from other school
Teacher from other school

 Vendors
 Administration staff members from other school
 Any type of phone callers
(22-24) The reason why you used the humbling language in this situation is because:
22. You considered that showing too much respect to your teachers when talking with
people from outside would not be appropriate.
Strongly Agree / Agree / Neutral / Disagree / Strongly Disagree
23. People considered that using exalting language such as ‘to listen’ when talking about
teachers are not appropriate
Strongly Agree / Agree / Neutral / Disagree / Strongly Disagree
24. You have been instructed to use humbling language in this situation or you are used to
the conversation where colleagues use humbling language.
Strongly Agree / Agree / Neutral / Disagree / Strongly Disagree
Part IV
25. You are an administrative staff at a company. When you talk about Mr. Yamada who
is a manager of your company to other people outside of the company, what phrase you
would use?
 Yamada is
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 Yamada who is a manager of this company is
 Manager Yamada is
 Mr. Yamada is
 Not sure
26. You are an administrative staff at a school. When you talk about Mr. Satō who is a
teacher at your school to other people outside of the school, what phrase you would use?
 Satō is
 Satō who is a professor of this school is
 Professor Satō is
 Satō sensē (sensē means a teacher)
 Mr. Satō is
 Not sure
27. Have you ever received honorifics guidelines at work or participated in honorifics
seminars?
 Yes
 No
28. Is there any honorifics manual at your work place?
 Yes
 No
29. Have your colleagues ever given you advice about how to properly use honorifics at
your office? If so, please describe the detail.

30. For the purpose of follow up, would it be ok to contact you? If so, could you please
fill out your name and contact information below.
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Appendix B: A Survey on Japanese Style Usage in Medical Institutions

パート１
１．勤務先住所をご記入下さい。（例：広島県広島市）
２．勤務先について選択して下さい。
 国営医療機関（例：国立大学病院）
 公的医療機関（例：都道府県病院）
 私立医療機関（例：私立大学病院）
 個人
 その他
３．性別を選択して下さい。
 男
 女
４．年齢を選択して下さい。
 ２０歳代
 ３０歳代
 ４０歳代
 ５０歳代
 ６０歳代
５．出身地をご記入下さい。（例：千葉県）
６．勤続年数をご記入下さい。
７．社会人経験をご記入下さい。
 医療機関のみで勤務
 民間企業勤務歴あり
パート２
８．どのように伝えるか具体的にご記入下さい。
あなたは佐藤医師が属する内科エリアにいます。
佐藤医師宛に外から電話がかかってきますが、佐藤医師は会議中で席を外してい
ます。
相手：「佐藤先生とお話がしたいのですが、つないでいただけないでしょうか。」
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あなた：
（尚、会議中のような「～中」という表現は避けて下さい。）

（９－１１）次のうち、外から医師に電話がかかってきた時の伝え方として、適
当と思う記号を選んでください。
９．
ア:この部屋にはいらっしゃいません。
イ:この部屋にはおりません。
１０．
ア:今外でお昼を召し上がっています。
イ:今外でお昼ご飯をいただいています。
１１．
ア: 来客の方のお話をお聞きになっています。
イ: 来客の方のお話をうかがっています。
パート３
尊敬語選択（質問９，１０，１１で二つ以上アの選択）：
１２．どうして、医師に対して「お聞きになる」の様な尊敬語を選択しましたか。

１３．尊敬語を使う対応が、ふさわしいと思う相手を全て選択して下さい。
 患者
 患者の家族
 他の病院の先生
 病院の取引先の人
 他の病院の事務職員
 誰であっても関係がない
（１４－１９）尊敬語がこの状況で使われるのは：
１４．病院は治療のための施設であり利益を得ることを目的とした機関ではない
ためである。
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強くそう思う/そう思う/どちらでもない/そう思わない/全くそう思わない
１５．医師と電話を掛けて来た相手は社会的集団の中で治療する側と治療される
側の様な恩恵関係が成り立っているためである。
強くそう思う/そう思う/どちらでもない/そう思わない/全くそう思わない
１６．医師は常識的に考えて身分・地位が上であるためである。
強くそう思う/そう思う/どちらでもない/そう思わない/全くそう思わない
１７．医師を高めることは聞き手にとって失礼に当たらないと解釈したためであ
る。
強くそう思う/そう思う/どちらでもない/そう思わない/全くそう思わない
１８．医師の事を言及する時に、「来客の方のお話をうかがっています。」のよう
に「うかがう」という謙譲語を使うのは相応しくないと考えたためである。
強くそう思う/そう思う/どちらでもない/そう思わない/全くそう思わない
１９．職場において、外からの電話には医師に尊敬語を使って対応するようにと
指導されている、または、同僚がそのように使っているためである。
強くそう思う/そう思う/どちらでもない/そう思わない/全くそう思わない
謙譲語選択（質問９．１０．１１．で二つ以上イの選択）：
２０．どうして、医師に対して「うかがう」の様な謙譲語を選択されましたか。

２１．謙譲語を使う対応が、ふさわしいと思う相手を全て選択して下さい。



患者
患者の家族
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 他の病院の先生
 病院の取引先の人
 他の病院の事務職員
 誰であっても関係がない
（２２－２４）謙譲語がこの状況で使われるのは：
２２．医師は病院に属した人であり、外の人を相手としている場合、身内を立て
るべきではないと思ったためである。
強くそう思う/そう思う/どちらでもない/そう思わない/全くそう思わない
２３．聞き手に対して、「来客の方のお話をお聞きになっています。」のような
「お聞きになる」と言う尊敬語表現を医師に使うのは相応しくないと考えたため
である。
強くそう思う/そう思う/どちらでもない/そう思わない/全くそう思わない
２４．職場において、外からの電話には医師に謙譲語を使って対応するようにと
指導されている、または、職場の人がそのように使っているためであるためであ
る。
強くそう思う/そう思う/どちらでもない/そう思わない/全くそう思わない
パート４
２５．あなたは会社の事務職員です。外の人からの電話に、自分の会社の山田部
長のことを話す場合、どのような呼び方をするのが良いと思いますか。
 山田は
 部長の山田は
 山田部長は
 山田さんは
 分からない
２６．あなたは病院の事務職員です。外の人からの電話に、自分の病院の医師に
ついて話す場合、どのような呼び方をするのが良いと思いますか。
 佐藤は



医師の佐藤は
佐藤医師は
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佐藤先生は
佐藤さんは
分からない

２７．敬語の指導、セミナーまたはジョブトレーニングを受けたことはあります
か。
 はい
 いいえ
２８．勤め先に敬語マニュアルはありますか。
 はい
 いいえ
２９．敬語の使い方について職場の人に、注意されたことはありますか。あれば、
具体的にお聞かせ下さい。

３０．フォローアップのために、もしよろしければ連絡先を教えていただいても
よろしいでしょうか。もしよろしければ、お名前と連絡先のご記入をお願いしま
す。
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English Translation

Part I
1. Where is your office located? (Example: Indianapolis, Indiana)
2. Please select your place of employment from the following.
 National medical institutions
 Public medical institutions
 Private medical institutions
 Family owned
 Other
3. What is your gender?
 Male
 Female
4. Please select your age from the following.
 20s
 30s
 40s
 50s
 60s
5. Please fill out your place of birth. (Example: Chiba prefecture)
6. How many years have you been working?
7. Please select your work experience from the following.



Work at medical institutions only
Have some work experience at private companies

Part II
8. Please write down how you would respond to a phone caller in the following situation.
You are in the department of internal medicine where Doctor Satō belongs to. You receive
a phone call from a person outside of your medical institution. However, Doctor Satō is
in a meeting and temporarily leaves his seat.
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A phone caller: “I would like to talk to Doctor Satō. Could you please transfer this call to
him/her?”
You:
(Please avoid using the expression “in a meeting”.)

(9-11) How would you respond to a phone call from outside of your medical institution
when the caller requests to transfer the call to your doctor.
9.
a. He/she is not in this room. (Exalting language)
b. He/she is not in this room. (Humbling language)
10.
a. Now he/she is out for lunch. (Exalting language)
b. Now he/she is out for lunch. (Humbling language)
11.
a. He/she is meeting with a visitor. (Exalting language)
b. He/she is meeting with a visitor. (Humbling language)
Part III
You selected the exalting language (If you answered 2 or more “a” in questions 9-11,
answer-12-19 and skip 20-24).
12.Why did you choose exalting language such as ‘to listen’ in this situation?

13.Please select all applicable phone callers from the list below in the situation when you
used exalting language.
 Patient
 Patient’s family
 Doctor from other hospital
 Vendors
 Administration staff members from other hospital


Any type of phone callers
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(14-19) The reason why you used the exalting language this situation is because:
14. The main purpose of a hospital is to treat patients and not to maximize profit.
Strongly Agree / Agree / Neutral / Disagree / Strongly Disagree
15. There is a relationship between doctors and patients such as the doctors treat patients’
disease and the patients receive benefits from the doctors.
Strongly Agree / Agree / Neutral / Disagree / Strongly Disagree
16. People believe that doctors possess high social position.
Strongly Agree / Agree / Neutral / Disagree / Strongly Disagree
17. Using exalting language to the listener should not be considered as impolite when
talking about doctors.
Strongly Agree / Agree / Neutral / Disagree / Strongly Disagree
18. You considered that using humbling language such as ‘to listen’ when talking about
teachers are not appropriate
Strongly Agree / Agree / Neutral / Disagree / Strongly Disagree
19. You have been instructed to use exalting language in this situation or you are used to
the conversation where colleagues use exalting language.
Strongly Agree / Agree / Neutral / Disagree / Strongly Disagree
You selected the humbling language (If you answered 2 or more “b” in questions 11-13,
answer 23-27 and skip 15-22.)
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20. Why did you choose humbling language such as ‘to listen’ in this situation?

21. Please select all applicable phone callers from the list below in the situation when you
used humbling language.
 Patient
 Patient’s family




Doctor from other hospital
Vendors
Administration staff members from other hospital



Any type of phone callers

(22-24) The reason why you used the humbling language in this situation is because:
22. You considered that showing too much respect to your doctors when talking with
people from outside would not be appropriate.
Strongly Agree / Agree / Neutral / Disagree / Strongly Disagree
23. People considered that using exalting language such as ‘to listen’ when talking about
doctors are not appropriate
Strongly Agree / Agree / Neutral / Disagree / Strongly Disagree
24. You have been instructed to use humbling language in this situation or you are used to
the conversation where colleagues use humbling language.
Strongly Agree / Agree / Neutral / Disagree / Strongly Disagree
Part IV
25. You are an administrative staff at a company. When you talk about Mr. Yamada who
is a manager of your company to other people outside of the company, what phrase you
would use?
 Yamada is
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 Yamada who is a manager of this company is
 Manager Yamada is
 Mr. Yamada is
 Not sure
26. You are an administrative staff at a hospital. When you talk about Mr. Satō who is a
doctor at your hospital to other people outside of the hospital, what phrase you would
use?
 Satō is
 Satō who is a doctor of this hospital is
 Doctor Satō is
 Satō sensē (sense means a doctor)
 Mr. Satō is
 Not sure
27. Have you ever received honorifics guidelines at work or participated in honorifics
seminars?
 Yes
 No
28. Is there any honorifics manual at your work place?
 Yes
 No
29. Have your colleagues ever given you advice about how to properly use honorifics at
your office? If so, please describe the detail.

30. For the purpose of follow up, would it be ok to contact you? If so, could you please
fill out your name and contact information below.

